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JOIN US ON INSTAGRAM 

(@DOITYOURSELFMAGAZINE) 

FOR INSIDE TIPS AND TRICKS. 

WE LOVE TO SEE YOUR 

PROJECTS. TAG PHOTOS OF 

YOUR PROJECTS WITH 

#DIYRIGHTNOW.

 46 GOOD TASTE GIFTS

  Friends who love to entertain will 
welcome the foodie items you 
make for them.

 54 GOING GLOBAL

  Infuse a worldly look into
 your home with these 
 pattern-filled projects.

63 50 YEARS & STILL FABULOUS

  Do It Yourself looks back on   
 50 years (hip hip!) with modern   
 updates on a few of our favorite   
 classic techniques.

72 A CUT ABOVE

   the ins and outs of using a   
 router, plus try a few fun projects  
 to help you master the tool. 

FEATURES WINTER 2018

 78 A HOME WITH HEART

Family collectibles mix with DIY  
 decor to warm this Texas home.

 88 SHELF LIFE

  You won’t believe it’s all the same   
 bookcase! Check out these four
 amazing transformations.

 96 AGED IN AN INSTANT

  Reclaimed wood look-alikes offer 
 a new twist on the original.

 102 FAST REFRESH

  Got a weekend? Then you 
 have time to redo your bedroom 
 or entry with our quick projects. 
 Timelines included! 
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FROM THE EDITOR

EMPOWERING PEOPLE TO DO 

HANDS-ON PROJECTS HAS 

ALWAYS BEEN CENTRAL TO 

BETTER HOMES & GARDENS®. 
The premiere August 1924 issue includes directions 
for planting backyard trees and an illustration on 
how to mend a broken water pipe with a piece of 
rubber. Meredith published its first special-interest 
publication devoted to DIY projects in 1968—a 
whopping 429 pages for $1.35! Annual editions 
followed until 1989 when Do It Yourself became the 
quarterly publication you know and love today. 
     To celebrate our golden anniversary, we dove into 
the DIY archives. While we shuddered a few times, 
we also smiled a lot as we encountered a familiar, 
reassuring voice in our instructions and eagerness to 
try new trends and techniques. The resulting story, 
“50 Years (and Still Fabulous),” page 63, refreshes 
some of our most popular projects, proving good 
ideas do stand the test of time.
     We hope you enjoy revisiting these DIY memories 
as much as we did. Here’s to another five decades 
of home and garden projects for which we can all 
proudly say, “Thanks, I did it myself!” 

Brian Kramer
Editor, Do It Yourself ™
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PROJECT-READY

Whether donning 
a jumpsuit for a 
preschool portrait or 
perching precariously 
on a stepladder during 
my 2004 tenure as 
senior editor at Do It 
Yourself, I’ve always 
loved DIY projects 
and had the denim 
workwear to prove it. 

“IT IS INDEED GRATIFYING 

TO KNOW THAT THIS 

DEPARTMENT IS MEETING 

WITH SUCH INSTANT AND 

HEARTY APPROVAL.”
DALE R. VAN HORN, EDITOR OF “DAD’S PRACTICAL 

POINTERS,” BETTER HOMES & GARDENS ORIGINAL 

HOW-TO COLUMN, AUGUST 1924

This DIY muddler 

(see “Good Taste 

Gifts,” page 46) is a 

gorgeous holiday 

gift—but we won’t 

tell if you make an 

extra for yourself 

this season. Cheers!  

Ed itor’s P ick !
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For over 25 years, The Great Courses has brought 
the world’s foremost educators to millions who want 
to go deeper into the subjects that matter most. No 
exams. No homework. Just a world of knowledge 
available anytime, anywhere. Download or stream 
to your laptop or PC, or use our free apps for iPad, 
iPhone, Android, Kindle Fire, or Roku. Over 600 
courses available at www.TheGreatCourses.com.

Woodworking 101: 
Techniques and 
Everyday Projects
Taught by George Vondriska
WOODWORKERS GUILD OF AMERICA

LESSON TITLES

1. Table Saw Tips & Techniques

2.  Portable Power Tool Tips 

& Techniques: Part 1

3.  Portable Power Tool Tips 

& Techniques: Part 2

4. Essential Band Saw Techniques

5. Router Table Tips & Techniques

6. Sharpening Skills for Your Workshop

7.  Gluing & Clamping Skills for Every Project

8. Jigs, Fixtures & Shop-Made Helpers

9. Shop Storage Solutions

10. Great Shop Projects

11. Making Wooden Games

12. A Pair of Planters

13. Sawhorse Desk

Woodworking 101: 
Techniques and Everyday Projects
Course no. 4071 | 13 lessons (20 hours, 23 minutes total)

Learn Woodworking 
From a Master Craftsman
Woodworking is a skill that can be learned at any age and mastered 
over a lifetime. Whether you’re crafting a future family heirloom 
or doing simple repairs around the house, Woodworking 101: 
Techniques and Everyday Projects, produced by the Woodworkers 
Guild of America, is an invaluable guide to both the fundamental and 
comprehensive skills you need to know.

Your instructor on this journey is the affable and knowledgeable 
George Vondriska, who has taught woodworking skills to eager 
audiences everywhere from the Pentagon to Africa. As his virtual 
apprentice, you will master shop-proven and time-tested techniques 
and be able to tackle projects large and small with newfound 
confidence. You will find yourself being more effective and efficient as 
a woodworker, achieving better results with less time and effort. This 
course will undoubtedly be the most powerful tool in your shop. 

Off er expires 01/31/18

THEGREATCOURSES.COM/4DIYM

1-800-832-2412
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70%
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SAVE UP TO $265

DVD $334.95 NOW $99.95

Video Download $319.95 NOW $69.95
+$15 Shipping & Processing (DVD only) 

and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee

Priority Code: 151505
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EASY REFRESH

BHG.COM

Have a weekend—or even a few hours? These simple  
updates can enhance your everyday spaces.

SEE HOW TO DECOUPAGE  

YOUR OWN CUSTOM DRUM 

SHADE AT BHG.COM/DIYSHADE

Win  $ 1 0 , 000 !  
VISIT BHG.COM/10KSHOP 

FOR YOUR CHANCE TO 
WIN A $10,000 BLACK 

FRIDAY SHOPPING 
SPREE! ENTRY  

DETAILS BELOW. 

GET SMART

Save money and energy 
by upgrading to a smart 
thermostat. It even syncs 
to your mobile device!
BHG.com/Thermostat

ON THE DARK SIDE 

A simple sun-blocking 
liner gives your favorite 
(but too sheer) curtains 
blackout power. 
BHG.com/Curtains

SUCH A SOFTIE

Keep the drawer 
slamming to a minimum 
by installing these 
soft-close drawer slides. 
BHG.com/Glides

FANTASYLAND 

Broken flowerpot? 
No problem! Pick up 
the pieces to create an 
adorable fairy garden.
BHG.com/FairyGarden

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER OR WIN.  Subject to Official Rules available at www.bhg.com/blackfriday online. The $10,000 Sweepstakes 

begins at 12:01 a.m. CT on 9/15/17 and ends at 11:59 p.m. CT on 11/30/17. Open to legal residents of the 50 United States, and the District of Columbia, 

21 years or older. Void where prohibited. Sponsor: Meredith Corporation. Sweepstakes is offered by Meredith Corporation and may be promoted by any of 

Meredith’s publications in various creative executions online and in print and at additional URLs at any time during the sweepstakes. 
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TRY  IT

Get a royal look on a pauper’s budget by  
turning everything you touch to gold using easy  

(and cheap) metallic leafing and rubs.
PROJECTS JODI MENSING HARRIS  PHOTOGRAPHS STEVEN MCDONALD   

WORDS BECKY MOLLENKAMP

PRECIOUS METALS
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MIXED METALS Turn a 
plain vase into a modern 
masterpiece, opposite, 
using dramatic swishes 
of several metallic 
finishes. We used gold, 
copper, and silver 
leaf foil sheets, left, to 
create the design. For 
detailed instructions, 
see “How to Apply 
Metal Leaf,” page 11. 

SEE THE LIGHT Highlight a lamp’s 
textural details with metallic wax, below. 
(We used Antique Gold Rub ’n Buff.) 
Apply it to a clean, dry surface with 
a paintbrush, then gently buff with a 
lint-free cloth into a lustrous finish, 
right. When the wax is cured (should 
take only a few minutes), spray the entire 
surface with clear, acrylic-base varnish.

METALLIC WAX WORKS 

ON MOST SURFACES 

AND DOESN’T REQUIRE 

PRIMER. IF YOUR 

SURFACE HAS A HIGH 

SHINE, HOWEVER, YOU 

MAY NEED TO LIGHTLY 

SAND IT FIRST.
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GUARD IT  The newly 
gilded curlicues of this 
mirror will age well 
thanks to a protective 
coating. Sealing projects 
makes the leaf durable for 
years, protecting against 
flaking and damage from 
handling and dust. Apply 
two light coats of spray 
sealer, allowing to cure 
fully between coats and 
before handling the piece. 
The metal finish will dull 
slightly after it is sealed.

p i c k  your  pr e tty
METAL LEAF IS A 

MICRO-THIN SHEET OF 
METAL. IMITATION LEAF 
IS MORE AFFORDABLE 

AND EASIER TO USE 
THAN LEAF MADE 

FROM REAL PRECIOUS 
METALS. 



A

how to apply 
metal leaf
MATERIALS

•  Object to leaf (such as a  

frame or vase)

•  Lint-free cloth

•  Metal-leaf adhesive (or size)

•  2 foam brushes or paintbrushes

•  Sheets of metal leaf

•  Metal-leaf sealer

Step 1 Prepare the surface by 

wiping away dust with a lint-free 

cloth. Apply a thin coat of leaf 

adhesive, available at crafts stores, 

to the entire surface using a foam 

brush or a paintbrush (A). Let it 

sit for about 30 minutes, or until 

the surface is tacky and the glue 

changes from white to clear.

Step 2 Use tissue paper backing to 

carefully lay foil sheets over the 

glued areas, and gently rub them 

into place with a clean, dry foam 

brush or paintbrush (B). Continue 

until the surface is covered, 

overlapping sheets if needed. 

Step 3 After the glue dries, 

use a clean foam brush or dry 

paintbrush to gently remove 

excess flakes. A cracked, antique 

look is desired. 

Step 4 To finish, spray the entire 

surface with sealer (C) and let it 

dry completely. 

CB

A FEW COATS 

OF GOLD 

SPRAY PAINT 

TIE THIS LITTLE 

FELLA INTO 

HIS METALLIC 

SURROUNDINGS.



FRAME JOB Give 
personality to basic 
wood frames, found 
for next to nothing 
at thrift shops, by 
adding a metallic 
pattern, this photo. 
Follow the directions 
in “How to Apply 
Metal Leaf,” page 
11, but use a leaf 
adhesive pen rather 
than spreading 
glue with a brush. 
The glue is clear, 
so working on one 
small area at a time 
and applying silver 
leaf as you go makes 
it easier to see the 
design in progress.

TO CREATE FINE 

LINES OR COVER 

SMALL AREAS, USE A 

LEAF ADHESIVE PEN 

INSTEAD OF BRUSHING 

ON TRADITIONAL 

LEAF ADHESIVE.
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CALL OF THE WILD A little metallic leaf can go 
a long way. Accent a small part of a sculpture, 
like the antlers on this resin deer head, right and 
above. Tape off all of the sculpture except the area 
you’re highlighting with foil, then apply gold leaf 
following the instructions on page 11.

AROUND THE BLOCK Change a 
simple wood square into artwork 
using paint and metal leaf, left. Tape 
off a section of a wood block and 
apply spray paint. Once dry, use a leaf 
adhesive pen to add small lines or 
other patterns over the painted section 
and cover with gold leaf, below. Tape 
off another section and apply gold leaf 
following the instructions on page 11. 
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easy  opt i on !
LIQUID LEAF IS A PAINT 
THAT GIVES THE LOOK 
OF METAL WITHOUT 

FUSSING WITH 
DELICATE SHEETS. IT’S 
A ONE-STEP PRODUCT 
THAT WORKS WELL ON 
IRREGULAR SURFACES.



BASKET CASE Love gold 
but worry about going 
over the top? Stick to 
subtle changes, such as 
adding a metallic rim 
to a rattan basket, left. 
Liquid leaf is a great 
choice for highlighting 
small areas. Apply it to a 
clean surface using a soft-
bristle brush, which will 
reduce visible strokes and 
result in a smoother look. 
The paint will absorb 
into natural materials, 
which may dull its shine. 
If you want a brighter 
look, apply a second coat 
after the first has dried.

FOR RESOURCES  

SEE PAGE 108.

LIQUID GOLD LEAF 

IS DIFFICULT TO 

REMOVE. DEDICATE 

A BRUSH SOLELY 

FOR ITS USE, OR 

USE AN INEXPENSIVE 

DISPOSABLE BRUSH.

TAKE A SEAT Embellish any flat surface, 
like a chairback, with an intricate gold-
leaf pattern, opposite. Pick a hip stencil, or 
draw a pattern if you’re feeling artsy. Spray 
adhesive on the back of the stencil, let it dry 
to tacky, then set it in place. Using a foam 
pouncer, apply liquid leaf over the stencil, 
above. Remove the stencil, let dry, and cover 
the design with leaf sealer to protect it.

Available at:

www.simplicity.com

Hey, Mom! Share your 

inspired craft creations.

#americangirlcrafts© 2017 American Girl. All Rights Reserved. ® and ™ designate 

U.S. trademarks of American Girl.

Valid October 24th - December 24th 2017

all American Girl Craft

items when you use

code DIY25

25% OFF

Find 

more fun craft

projects exclusively at

simplicity.com and receive

We get you inspired with a 

collection of fun supplies and 

craft projects to express your 

own style and personality.



Design by Swirly Designs

Indulge in holiday cheer

• Artist color palette for precise 

color mixing

• Pure pigments create densely 

saturated colors

• Holds fine details, 

maintains crisp lines

• Premium strength and durable 

after baking

• Also available in Accents – 

glitters, granite, pearls, translucent 

and metallics

• Artist color palette for precise 

color mixing

• Pure pigments create densely 

saturated colors

• Holds fine details, 

maintains crisp lines

• Premium strength and durable 

after baking

• Also available in Accents – 

glitters, granite, pearls, translucent 

and metallics
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ON OUR 
STUFF WE LOVE

’Tis the season for crafting! Get your 
fi x with these kits and tools to make 
your holiday season shine bright.    
WORDS + PROJECTS AMBER WAGNER  

PHOTOGRAPHS CARSON DOWNING

Weaving luxe decor for your nest is as easy 

as threading yarn and fl ipping a handle. Craft 

Crush Weaving Loom sets are linkable to 

create wide projects, such as wall hangings and 

throws. $25; annwilliamsgroup.com

FOR EVEN MORE 

COZY KNIT 

OPTIONS, CHECK 

OUT PAGE 112!



1 2

4

1. Make your appointments 

fun with this scrapbook-

meets-planner. The 

kit contains a planner, 

stickers, page markers, 

and sticky notes to let you 

dream and scheme. $35; 

meandmybigideas.com 

2. Green thumbs will love 

a tiny garden to care for 

this winter. Each house is 

customizable and sprouts to 

life with a sprinkle of seeds 

and water. Kit includes house, 

seeds, and waterproof seed 

tray. $7; anotherstudio

.etsy.com

3

5
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3. Whether you’re 

wrapping gifts or crafting, 

these gorgeous paper 

books will make anything 

pop. Each book contains 

12 sheets of 191⁄2×271⁄2-

inch folded paper in 

beautifully rich patterns. 

$16; pepinpress.com 

4. Brew up some good 

cheer with this hard cider 

kit. You add the cider, 

and the kit provides 

the rest. In a few easy 

steps, you’re just weeks 

away from your own 

sparkling beverage. $40; 

brooklynbrewshop.com 



7

6

8
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5. Equilateral Nails are 

beautifully packaged 

and perfect for 

gift giving (even to 

yourself!). Each set 

contains four solid 

bronze nails begging 

to display jewelry and 

other light baubles. $28; 

americandesignclub

.com

6. Be ready to tackle 

any projects requiring 

allen wrenches, Phillips, 

slotted, or star drive 

bits. The Rainbow Multi 

Tool set keeps them 

organized in a cheery 

little package. $20; 

kikkerland.com 

7. Cozy wool trivets 

will take shape as you 

learn locker hooking 

techniques. The kit 

includes everything 

you need to create 

an 8×8-inch trivet in 

one of four styles. $38; 

dyerswool.etsy.com

8. Keep both pets and 

electronics safe with a 

bite barrier. CritterCord 

protectors, available 

in two sizes, slip over 

electrical cords and are 

infused with a pet-

repelling citrus scent. 

$12–$13; 

crittercord.com

9. This mess-free twist 

on paint by numbers is 

for the young as well 

as the young at heart. 

Follow guidelines to 

fi ll celebrity portraits, 

dinosaurs, even 

masterpiece paintings 

with stickers instead of 

paint. It’s available as a 

calendar, too! $10–$19; 

workman.com



10. Creativity abounds 

with fresh new takes 

on the classic wreath. 

A hundred “recipes” are 

organized by season 

so you can keep 

your home fi lled with 

nature’s beauty from the 

holidays through the 

dog days of summer. 

$25; workman.com 

11. Turn your tabletop 

into a frosty mountain 

range, no climbing 

gear needed. Himalaya 

spice jars are a twist 

on traditional shakers 

and are sure to spark 

conversation. The set 

of four in two sizes 

accommodates most 

spices. $31; 

peleg-design.com

12. Slush, salt, and 

snow are no match for 

the Spin Mop. Excess 

water is easily siphoned 

away with a push of the 

adjustable handle, while 

a splash guard keeps the 

mess in the bucket. $50; 

libman.com 

13. Make hand tools 

more hand-friendly 

by adding custom-fi t 

rubber grips. Slide one 

of the three sizes over 

the handle, then pull the 

plastic strip to release 

the Re-Grip. $10–$12; 

re-grip.com
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14. Unused space under your workbench or cabinets? 

Nifty two-piece cubby drawers simply screw to the 

underside of the counter to round up craft supplies and 

hardware. $22 for set of six; woodpeck.com 

10

11
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15. Cuddly critters in a 

fun-to-make kit are sure 

to be a hit! Cut, hook, 

stuff , and sew to create 

one of many animal 

shapes. Kit contains 

fl eece, burlap, pattern, 

and face pieces. $20; 

craftyourselfsilly.com 

16. Give the gift of 

handcrafted jewelry and 

other keepsakes. Shape, 

dry, then heat with a 

hand torch to transform 

your creation from clay 

to real metal, in gold, 

silver, bronze, or copper. 

$15 for 50 milligrams of 

clay; metalclay.com

17. Love the look of 

chevron fl ooring but 

don’t have time to cut all 

those angles? Havwoods 

Chevron Flooring 

comes in 12-inch-wide 

precut lengths for quick 

installation and minimal 

waste. More fl oor in less 

time means more merry 

and less whine. Starting 

at $11 a square foot; 

havwoodsusa.com 

18. Spruce up special 

packages with custom 

cross-stitched gift tags. 

Use the three designs 

provided or create your 

own. Kit includes tags 

and bakers twine—you 

provide thread and 

creativity. $4; 

joann.com

19. Use the power of 

the sun to turn your 

yard into a twinkling 

winter wonderland. 

Multiple settings and 

33 feet of wire make it 

easy to spread holiday 

cheer. Includes stake 

for outdoor use. Cymas 

Outdoor Solar String 

Lights, $18; 

amazon.com
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Celebrate the Season—in Handmade Style

Your stress-free holiday guide is here!  

We packed Do It Yourself Holiday with dozens of  

festive projects that fit tight budgets and timelines. 

OUR PREMIERE ISSUE!

AVAILABLE AT 

NEWSSTANDS & 

BOOKSTORES 
THROUGH  

JANUARY 8, 2018
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20
21

20. No more off -kilter handles. This simple hardware 

installation template assures that your knobs and pulls 

are on-center and on-point. Drawer template, door 

template, and drill bit included. $14; amerock.com

21. Winter blues fade away 

as the golden glow of this 

alarm clock starts your 

morning. Wake up naturally to 

a simulated sunrise—or with 

the featured alarm, radio, or 

programmed sounds. The 

warm light can also be used 

for reading or as a night-light. 

$112–$139; usa.philips.com



PROJECT PANELS

WHAT TO DO WITH

Handy 2×2-foot or 2×4-foot wood sheets 
from the hardware store are the foundation 

for these simple woodworking projects. 
PROJECTS + WORDS AMY PALANJIAN  PHOTOGRAPHS ADAM ALBRIGHT  

5-INCH SIDES) AND COVER WITH FABRIC. 

ADD NUMBERS OR JUST USE CLOCK 

HANDS FOR A CLEAN LOOK. 
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ON THE LEDGE Gold leaf adds a sparkly touch 
to the edge of these jade green shelves, above. Cut 
wood to desired shelf size (ours are 3½×12 and 
7½×12 inches). Trace a penny at two corners, and 
trim with a jigsaw to round the corners; sand. Place 
and trace two keyhole brackets on the back of each 
shelf, inset. Use a keyhole router bit or a chisel and 
hammer to recess the brackets; screw in place. Prime 
shelves, let dry, and sand lightly. Paint shelves and 
let dry. Apply gold leaf to the edges, according to the 
package directions. Hang with anchors appropriate 
for your walls or secure screws in studs. 

B

D

C

A

Step 1 Cut frame sides to desired 

size. We cut 2-inch widths for 

one 12-inch-square frame, 

opposite, and 3-inch widths for 

the other. Use miter box and 

handsaw to cut the corners to 

a diagonal (A). Lay out frame.

Step 2 Position a band clamp 

around the frame, apply glue 

between seams, and secure 

clamp (B). Let dry according to 

instructions on wood glue. 

Step 3 Secure flat corner braces 

on the back of each corner with 

provided screws (B). Remove 

clamp. Fill corner seams on 

the front with wood filler (C); 

let dry, then sand to smooth.

Step 4 Center picture hanger 

on back and nail in place. Paint 

as desired and let dry. Trim thin 

cardboard to fit flat inside the 

corner braces. Place frame 

facedown, then layer artwork and 

cardboard, and secure corners of 

cardboard with thumbtacks (D).

how to make  
a wood frame
MATERIALS

• Poplar, pine, or birch project panel

• Circular saw

• Miter box

• Handsaw

• Band clamp

• Wood glue

• 4 flat corner braces per frame

• Screwdriver

• Stainable wood filler

• Picture hangers

• Hammer

• Paint and brush

• Thin cardboard

• Thumbtacks

A BAND CLAMP IS 

BEST FOR MAKING 

FRAMES BECAUSE 

IT APPLIES INWARD 

PRESSURE TOWARD 

THE CENTER OF THE 

FRAME, MAKING THE 

STRONGEST GLUE 

JOINT POSSIBLE.



MATERIALS

• 13⁄4-inch poplar 

project panel 

• Measuring tape

• Circular saw

• Sandpaper

• 2 bar clamps 

• Square

• Drill 

• 5⁄32 drill bit (or one 

that’s slightly smaller 

than the diameter of 

your screws)

• 11⁄4-inch coarse-

thread countersinking 

screws

• Stainable wood fi ller

• Putty knife

• Clear protective wood 

fi nish in satin

• Paintbrush

• Drywall anchors, 

as needed

Step 1 Cut the pieces for the box. We used two 

51⁄2×43⁄4- and three 51⁄2×12-inch pieces. Sand edges.

Step 2 Clamp the pieces in the box 

shape (A), using the square for proper 

positioning. Tighten clamps.

Step 3 Starting on one side, drill pilot holes. At 

corners where a screw will be coming from 

either side, place each in 2 inches so they don’t 

hit each other. Secure screws (B), countersinking 

slightly. Repeat on all sides to form your box.

Step 4 Fill screw holes with wood fi ller, smoothing 

near the surface with a putty knife. Let dry. Sand 

lightly (C). Apply desired fi nish according to 

manufacturer’s directions (D) and let dry. Hang 

boxes with appropriate anchors for your wall.

C D

BA

YOU’VE GOT MAIL Toppling piles of mail 
by the front door will be a thing of the 
past when you have a convenient mailbox, 
right. Follow the directions for the storage 
box, above right, except cut three 5½  ×12-
inch pieces and two 12×12-inch pieces in 
Step 1. Make a cardboard template of an 
11-inch-diameter circle and use it to trace a 
curve about one-third of the way down one 
12×12-inch piece. Cut out with a jigsaw, 
and sand edges. After applying fi nish, add 
a metal frame to the front, if desired. 

how to make 
storage boxes

FOR RESOURCES SEE PAGE 108.
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CIRCLE UP Fabric pouches turn basic wood circles into useful storage, this photo. Trace an 11-inch-diameter circle 
onto a wood project panel and cut out with a jigsaw. Sand edges, then seal with clear finish. For pouch, fold ¼   yard 

of fabric in half, lay on a flat work surface, and place wood circle on fabric so about one-fourth of circle is above fold. 
Trace and cut about 1 inch beyond traced line. Cut a piece of heavy-duty fusible interfacing slightly smaller than 
the folded fabric, insert between fabric layers, and adhere according to manufacturer’s directions. Staple fabric to 

the sides of the circle, smoothing as you go. Hot-glue twill tape over the sides of the circle to finish the edge.

AN ENTRY 

STORAGE SYSTEM 

ORGANIZES MAIL, 

KEYS, AND OTHER 

SMALLS SO YOU 

CAN GRAB AND GO 

ON YOUR WAY OUT 

THE DOOR.

+



Hit up the hardware store for  
utilitarian materials that you  

can turn into something special.   
PROJECTS ERICA CARNES  PHOTOGRAPHS JAY WILDE  

STYLING JESSICA MILLER  WORDS MARIA V. CHARBONNEAUX

STYLE 
AISLE

BY 
THE 
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IT’S ELECTRIC When unified with paint and displayed en masse, humble electrical boxes become 
an abstract art installation, above. Collect a variety of round, rectangular, square, and octagonal 
electrical boxes. Remove all stickers and screws, clean, and dry, then spray them with several 
thin coats of creamy white. After the paint dries, slip in black-and-white photos trimmed to size, 
opposite. Use removable adhesive strips to attach them to the wall in an organic arrangement. 

thr i ft y  sourc e 
WE SHOPPED 

THE HABITAT FOR 
HUMANITY RESTORE 

FOR THE BEST DEAL ON 
OUR ECLECTIC MIX OF 
40 ELECTRICAL BOXES. 
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MATERIALS (A)

• 3⁄4-inch metal hanger tape  

(duct straps)

• Marker

• Tin snips 

• #6-32×1⁄2-inch machine 

screws and nuts

• Metallic gold spray paint

• Cord kit (We used portable IKEA 

Hemma, but you could also use 

a hard-wired kit.) 

• White or clear zip ties

• LED lightbulb

Step 1 Cut five 60-inch strips 

of hanger tape; straighten 

the strips. Mark the center 

of each. Secure three strips 

with a machine screw and nut 

through the hole at the center. 

Arrange the strips to form an 

orb; connect all six ends at 

the bottom with a nut and 

machine screw.

Step 2 Wrap the remaining 

two metal strips diagonally 

around the orb, securing the 

middle points to the orb first 

with nuts and machine screws 

and then the ends (B). Make 

adjustments as needed to 

achieve a sphere. After you’re 

satisfied with the shape, add 

a nut and machine screw at 

any point where metal strips 

cross to add stability. Tighten 

all nuts.

Step 3 Spray-paint the orb 

metallic gold, applying several 

thin coats and allowing sufficient 

drying time between coats (C). 

Step 4 Attach the cord kit to 

the top of the orb where three 

strips intersect using zip ties and 

allowing about 6 inches of cord 

to hang down (D). Tighten the 

zip ties and trim the ends. Install 

the LED bulb, above.

how to make an orb pendant

C

B

A

D



NEW DIMENSION Bring 
home the hex trend with a 
makeover that takes minutes, 
this photo. Adhere brass hex 
bolts in four sizes to the flat 
sides of ceramic vases. Choose 
a clear, fast-drying glue that’s 
made for adhering mixed 
surfaces, such as Loctite 
Go2 Gel. Weight nuts with 
a heavy book as they dry. 



MIND THE 

DETAILS! 

SPRAY-PAINT 

THE SCREW 

HEADS BEFORE 

HANGING THE 

SHELF.

PIPE DREAMS Store more in your bath with a dual-purpose 
shelf and towel bar, this photo. Before beginning, verify the stud 
placement is 16 inches apart and adjust the design as necessary. 
Sand, clean, and spray-paint all pipe fittings gold; let dry. Flank 
a ¾×30-inch nipple with elbows, close (conduit) nipples, and  
tees. Add ¾×5-inch nipples and flanges to support the shelf and 
¾×4-inch nipples and flanges to secure the shelf to the wall. 
Attach a 1×10×42-inch board with #12 ¾-inch wood screws. Use 
#12 3-inch wood screws to secure the shelf to the studs.

32 DO IT  YOURSELF Winter 2018



TALKING TRASH Don’t settle 
for a ho-hum wastebasket, left. 
Wearing gloves, trim a gold-
tone 24×36-inch decorative 
aluminum sheet to 18 inches 
tall. To determine width, 
measure the circumference of 
a 10-inch-diameter duct cap 
and starting collar (found in 
the HVAC aisle) and add an 
inch. Fold down the collar’s 
metal tabs. Apply Loctite Go2 
Gel along the lip of both the 
cap (base) and collar (rim); 
wrap the sheeting around them. 
While the glue dries for 24 
hours, use zip ties and rubber 
bands to hold in place. 

FOR RESOURCES SEE PAGE 108.

SPECIAL THANKS TO  JOSS & 

MAIN (JOSSANDMAIN.COM) 

AND WAYFAIR (WAYFAIR.COM)

Bolt action handle

smoothly advances

and retracts the refi ll!

The World’s First Bolt Action Pen Kit

Discover the joy of making this irrestibly fun Bolt 

 Action pen, a gift  that will be hard for any hunting 

 or target-shooting enthusiast to put down. Every 

 detail, from the one of a kind bolt-action

mechanism  to the precision-engineered

components, was carefully  designed to ensure 

uniqueness and reliability. So easy  to make on a 

lathe, no one will believe you made  something of 

this quality in 15 minutes.  Call or go online for a 

FREE Pen Making DVD!

“Wow! You made

a Bolt Action Pen?”

3 Bolt Action Pen Kit Starter Package
You get one of each pen in Chrome , Gun Metal and

24kt Gold,  plus the drill bit and 2pc Bushing Set
#PKCPBAPAK SAVE $8 Only $42.75 SAVE 16%

Patent No.: US D682,352 S

Item # 1-4 5-24 25-49
Chrome (Shown above) #PKCP8010 $12.95 $12.05 $11.15
Gun Metal #PKCP8020 $12.95 $12.05 $11.15
24kt Gold #PKCP8000 $14.95 $13.95 $12.95
Black Enamel #PKCP8030 $13.95 $13.05 $12.15
Antique Brass  #PKCP8040 $14.95 $13.95 $12.95

Chrome Gun Metal 24kt Gold Black 
Enamel

Antique
Brass
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DIY IDEAS TO STEAL
Infuse industrial style into your decor  

with handmade goods constructed from and inspired by 
sturdy hardware-store staples.

3. PULLED TOGETHER Available 

in 10 sizes ranging from 3 to 12 inches, 

hefty drawer pulls made from dowels 

and galvanized-steel elbows offer a 

creative take on the popular pipe look. 

$12–$16; blinklab.etsy.com

2. FILAMENT FINESSE Elevate the 

look of electrical components with a 

dimmable, steampunk-style lamp that 

boasts an outlet and two USB ports. 

Standing about a foot tall, it includes 

an Edison bulb and a solid oak base. 

$99; atwoodpetersen.etsy.com

1. CLOCK’S TICKING Fashioned 

from concrete with legs made from bolts 

and screw nuts, this tabletop ticker is 

an industrial-modern addition to your 

desk or nightstand. $30 (light gray), 

$32 (graphite, shown), plus shipping; 

kucodesign.etsy.com

6. LIVING ON THE EDGE Metal 

hanger tape gives a handmade wooden 

crate extra industrial flair. Sized at 

6×6×4 inches, this distressed poplar 

and pine box is sized perfectly for a 

potted succulent, writing utensils, and 

more. $23; scoutmob.com

5. NEED-TO-KNOW INFO

You’ll always remember the difference 

between a round wire nail and a 

panel pin when you display this 

11.7×16.5-inch (A3) infographic. 

$45, plus shipping (unframed print); 

pressedandfolded.com

4. PRECIOUS METAL A 2×3-foot 

Cloverleaf aluminum sheet is large 

enough to make a wastebasket with 

some scraps leftover for other projects. 

Find it in a silver or gold finish—

and in other decorative styles. $37; 

mdbuildingproducts.com for retailers.
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2. TABLE SAW In terms 

of versatility and accuracy, 

a table saw is a great 

all-purpose tool to have 

in your arsenal. With the 

ability to rip, crosscut, 

and miter, you can tackle 

most of your cutting 

needs. Remember to 

consider the saw’s 

weight, size, safety 

features, and portability 

before you buy. 10-inch 
Portable Table Saw, 
$199; ryobitools.com

3. SCREWDRIVER SET A basic screwdriver set with a mix of 

standard and Phillips drivers is a must. Whether you choose a set 

of individual tools or a single handle with interchangeable heads, 

pick one that includes a wide range of sizes—even better if the 

tips are magnetic. While a 10-piece set is a good start, going 

bigger will set you up for future success and has the advantage 

of often including extra tools like hex, square, and star bits. 

10-piece, $20; dewalt.com

4. RANDOM ORBIT 

SANDER The most versatile 

powered sanding tool, a

random orbit sander uses a 

round sanding pad to smooth 

wood without leaving a visible 

swirl or gouges behind. Factor 

in features like variable speed, 

cord length, dust collection, 

and an ergonomic handle 

when selecting a sander. 

5-inch Single Speed, 
$59; dewalt.com

1. BUBBLE LEVEL 

Check whether 

a surface is level 

(horizontal surfaces) 

or plumb (vertical 

surfaces) with a bubble 

or spirit level. A box 

beam or I-beam level 

will get the job done 

for most projects. 

Pittsburgh 9-inch 
Solid Aluminum 
Level, $11; 

harborfreight.com

BACK TO
BASICS

COOL TOOLS

Stock your toolbox with these ten 
tried-and-true essentials.  

WORDS BRITTANY BUNGERT

1

2

3

4



6. ROTARY TOOL Cut, polish, sand, carve, drill, and more 

with a high-speed rotary tool. Pick and choose accessories 

like sanding discs or router bits, or select a kit with accessories 

included. Either way, you’ll get a lot of use out of this handy 

multipurpose tool. Dremel 3000, $59; dremel.com

9. PLIERS SET 

Select a set with a 

variety of types to 

cover your bases. 

A. DIAGONAL: best 

when working with wire

B. NEEDLE-NOSE: 

cutting and holding 

pliers; good for 

jewelry fi xes 

C. GROOVE-JOINT:

for gripping irregular 

shaped objects and 

turning nuts and bolts

D. SLIP-JOINT:

when you need 

the versatility of an 

adjustable opening

E. LOCKING: for a 

tighter hold than your 

hands can sustain

Husky Set (4-piece), 
$20; 10-inch Curved 
Jaw Locking, $10; 
homedepot.com

8. WORKBENCH

Nothing beats a 

dedicated workbench, 

but you don’t need a 

permanent work space 

to reap the benefi ts. We 

love this workbench/

sawhorse combo that 

comes with clamps, a 

tool tray, and tool slot. 

Pegasus Folding 
Work Table, $120; 

worx.com

10. MEASURING 

TAPE A heavy-duty 

25-foot measuring 

tape should be in 

every toolbox. Look 

for one with a locking 

blade and a durable 

case. 25-foot 
Tape Rule, $15; 
stanleytools.com

7. HAMMER A solid, all-purpose hammer is a 

do-it-yourselfer’s best friend. Look for one that’s 

not too heavy and has a comfortable grip. 20-ounce 
All Purpose, $27; harttools.com

5. CORDLESS DRILL 

More fl exible than its 

corded counterpart, a 

cordless drill is essential 

for mobile DIYers. Look 

at battery size and charge 

times, as well as overall 

performance. Keep in 

mind that the batteries 

often work with other 

cordless tools from the 

same manufacturer. 

Porter-Cable 20V Max, 
$78; lowes.com

5

6

7

8

9
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HANG ’EM HIGH Wrangle ribbon and washi tape 

onto a trouser hanger to get them up and off your 

work surface. Then slip the whole hanger onto a wall-

mounted hook for simple unwinding and clipping. 

.ORG Friction Four-Tier Swing Arm Trouser Rack, $8; 

bedbathandbeyond.com 

hack  it

WRAP IT UP

ORDER IN THE HOUSE

Giving gifts is one of life’s greatest joys. Here’s how to  
ensure that the supplies needed for packing, wrapping, 

and labeling gifts are organized just as joyfully. 
PROJECTS BRIAN KRAMER  PHOTOGRAPHS JAY WILDE  WORDS SARAH WOLF

FILE AWAY One surprising source for gift-wrap storage: office 

supplies! This metal mesh pocket is suitably sized for folded 

sheets of tissue (we mounted it on the wall); clipboards are handy 

for gathering adhesive labels and decorative stickers in a single 

spot. Brenton Studio Mesh Wall Letter File, $12; officedepot.com

buy  it
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TWINE WITHOUT TANGLES Tuck a roll 

of twine or curling ribbon into a stainless-

steel cup from a restaurant supply store (it’s 

intended to drain flatware). Pull one end 

of the twine through a hole for unwinding, 

measuring, and snipping sans snarls. Stainless 

Steel Flatware Cylinder, $3; bizchair.com

ON A ROLL Two clear 

wall hooks and a wood 

dowel join forces to elevate 

a roll of gift wrap, leaving 

your work space free for 

wrapping. 3M Command 

Clear Medium Wire Toggle 

Hooks, $4 for two hooks; 

command.com

hack  it

make  it

©ShurTech Brands, LLC 2017 / 70936

B R A N D  D U C T  T A P ET H E  O R I G I N A L

ducktapemaker.com

With hundreds of prints and colors to choose from, 

let Duck Tape® inspire the maker in all of us!



WHAT LIES BENEATH

A lidded under-the-

bed container can 

be a treasure trove of 

storage for seasonal 

stuff . Be sure to choose 

one long enough for 

rolls of wrapping paper, 

which range from 

20 to 36 inches, and 

short enough to 

squeeze under the bed 

frame. Include a few 

drawer sorters to corral 

tape, tags, and ribbon. 

Our Under Bed 

Boxes, $11–$22; 

containerstore.com

TOTALLY TOTABLE

A new shape in gift 

packaging, this paper box 

resembles a vintage lunch 

box, with its rectangular 

base and sturdy handle. 

Stock it with homemade 

treats just like Mom did 

when she packed your 

school lunches. Red Polka 

Dots Gable Boxes, $3.75 

for fi ve; cutetape.com

TREE-FREE WRAP Wrapping 

paper that’s not sourced from wood 

pulp? That’s right: Treeless gift wrap 

is made from limestone reclaimed 

from mining operations. It cuts 

cleanly with regular scissors, leaves 

no jagged edges, has a luxurious 

feel, and is resistant to both tears 

and water. Treeless Wrapping Paper 

in Green Marrakesh, $5 a 10-foot 

roll; containerstore.com

CLEAR CHOICES Set aside a single shelf high in a closet or 

pantry, and employ a few transparent containers for gift bags (we 

used magazine fi les situated on their spines) and tissue (we used 

plastic refrigerator bins). Group bags by size with the handles 

facing out, and bundle the tissue by color. Eldon Optimizers 

Deluxe Magazine Rack, $22; offi  cedepot.com. Kitchen Details 

Fridge and Freezer Bin, $9; walmart.com

buy  it

buy  it

buy  it

buy  it

ALL WRAPPED UP

Keep gift wrap securely 

rolled with these 

fasteners. They look 

and work just like slap 

bracelets of yesteryear, 

meaning they’re 

adjustable, removable, 

and reusable—what’s 

not to like? Neat Roll 

Fasteners, $7 for three; 

containerstore.com

buy  it
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TAKE A BOW Reuse an empty tissue 

box to collect and protect fragile bows 

by attaching this silicone hook. Hang it 

from the hamper (your portable 

wrapping station), and slip bows 

and embellishments inside. 

Yamazaki Joyn Silicone Tissue 

Hook, $15; amazon.com

buy  it

PORTABLE PARTY Create a 

movable wrapping station by 

loading a humble hamper with rolls 

of paper and adding cabinet-door 

hooks for scissors, ribbon, and tags. 

Choose a hamper with handles 

(for carrying), and make sure it’s 

tall enough for rolls of paper, even 

if they have to lean. Flip the hooks 

to the inside when not in use. 

Lamont Home Carly Hamper, $30; 

bedbathandbeyond.com

PRETTY LITTLE GIFT 

TAGS Your beautifully 

wrapped gifts need the 

perfect fi nishing touch. 

Tie on one of these 

three designs and the 

gift recipient will love 

the outside packaging 

almost as much as 

what’s inside! Get the 

printable tags at 

BHG.com/GiftLabels

hack  it

make  it



HANDY GIRL

DIY  Q&A

Follow these smart tips to keep your home safe, 
sparkling, and running smoothly.

WORDS KELLY ROBERSON

DEAR READER, 

I wish I could say this has never happened 

to me. My driveway is very long, and 

after our big snowstorm a few years 

ago, let’s just say that moving my arms 

was painful for a few days. Of course, 

you can take your snowblower into a 

shop for maintenance, or you can do 

the following fi ve things yourself:

1. Check the fuel level (and fi ll 

up your spare fuel can too).

2. Swap out the spark plugs. Check 

the owner’s manual for a how-to.

3. Give the snowblower a once-over. 

Do the belts and scraper look in good 

shape? Is the snowblower clean? 

4. Change the oil. Check your 

owner’s manual for steps, and use the 

recommended cold-weather oil.

5. Finally, start the snowblower—

with no snow in sight.

get the fix
IF YOU COMPLETE 

THESE STEPS AND YOUR 
SNOWBLOWER  STILL 
DOESN’T RUN, GET 

IT INTO YOUR LOCAL 
TUNE-UP SHOP AS 
SOON AS YOU CAN.

DEAR HANDY GIRL, 

Our last party was great—except for that 
white ring from a glass left overnight on 
my coff ee table. Can I rescue the surface?

DEAR READER, 

In my ideal world, everyone uses a coaster and no 

one lets a drink sweat. But I don’t live in a museum—

and neither do you. To that end, here are some insider 

hacks to restore the shine to your tired tabletop.

For tiny SCRATCHES on GLASS, clean with window 

cleaner and dry the area. Dab a very light layer of clear 

nail polish over the scratch; let dry thoroughly.

For tiny SCRATCHES on WOOD, look for a felt furniture 

marker or a scratch cover product in the same shade as the 

tabletop. Follow package directions to conceal the scratch.

For WATER STAINS on WOOD, mix a little baking soda and 

water to make a paste; rub it on the aff ected area, wipe clean, 

and dry. Or use non-gel toothpaste in place of the paste.

DEAR HANDY GIRL, 

Last year we had a huge snowstorm and my 
snowblower wouldn’t start. I want to skip the 
hand shovel this year—for real. How do I 
tune up my snowblower before fl akes fl y?
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DEAR HANDY GIRL, 

We lost power last year—
for three days. It was 
a hassle, of course, but 
spendy too: We had to 
throw out everything in 
our fridge and freezer. 
Should I get a generator? 

DEAR READER, 

As with most things, the answer to that is, 

“it depends.” If losing power is a regularity 

and it upends your daily life, then yes, a 

generator might be a good investment. 

There are lots to choose from, but here’s 

info to start sorting your options. 

POWER: Measured in watts, more 

power enables you to run more things 

when you lose electricity. But more 

power equals more fuel used and more 

expense. Visit a few free online watt 

calculators to help determine your 

electrical essentials (fridge, furnace, a 

few lights, etc.) and then narrow your 

generator’s watt range. (Tip: Running too 

many items on a too-small generator will 

cause it to overheat.)

PORTABLE/STATIONARY: There 

are two main types of generators. 

Stationary is more expensive (at least 

several thousand dollars) and is not 

a DIY installation, but it has several 

advantages: increased power and 

automatic turn-on when electricity 

is disrupted. Portable options are 

much less expensive—some are under 

$1,000—but can be heavy and cannot 

be operated inside any structure. In fact, 

they must be at least 15 feet away from 

your house or garage and run while 

protected from rain and snow in a space 

that’s adequately ventilated (the exhaust 

contains carbon monoxide). They can 

be heavy to move and you must start 

them, either with a pull or electric start. 

You also need to safely store the fuel.

THE TRANSFER SWITCH: At some 

point, you’ll need professional help to 

connect your generator to your home’s 

circuit panel through a transfer switch.

That switch takes the energy from the 

generator and transfers it to whatever 

circuits you choose to power. That’s 

the absolute and only safe way to 

connect the generator; otherwise you 

risk damage to your home or to the 

power lines. An electrician can also 

make sure your generator is grounded 

and hooked up using the right cords. 

Conversely, you can plug individual 

appliances into a generator—but the 

same safety restrictions apply (and that 

method can be a hassle).

NOISE: Check out the decibel level of 

your generator options (older options 

were LOUD). Many newer versions use a 

muffl  er to mitigate the sound.

ADD-ONS: Understand what’s in the 

price of the generator. Batteries, wheels, 

and other items might be add-ons.

FUEL EFFICIENCY AND FUEL 

TYPE: Generators run on natural gas, 

propane, diesel, or fuel; you’ll need 

access and the ability to store whatever 

type your generator needs. If your 

option guzzles fuel, it can be expensive 

to operate.

A smart generator 

supplies more than power. 

Equipped with Bluetooth 

technology, it connects to your 

smartphone so you can monitor 

power usage, run time, and fuel 

time all from the warmth of 

your living room. 

Briggs & Stratton 8,000-Watt Elite 

Series Portable Generator with 

StatStation Bluetooth technology, 

$1,199; homedepot.com



DEAR READER, 

Well, for starters: I organize my sweaters (and ponder 

where all the missing gloves disappear to). When 

it comes to my house, a few things appear on the 

must-do, often-ignored list for winter. Have you �…

1. Changed your HVAC system’s filter? Winter and 

summer are great times to swap in a new one. A dirty filter 

makes it harder for the heating unit to do its job well.

2. Vacuumed those ducts? Suck out hair, dust, and 

anything else that wandered down and might stress 

your furnace (and blow around a closed-up house). 

The extender arm on your vacuum can help.

3. Replaced the seals around outside doors? Sneaky 

cold winds can quickly chill your house.

4. Insulated basement windows? These are typically 

single-pane, so cold air can quickly seep in. 

DEAR READER, 

A new stove! A new fridge! 

I remember that feeling. 

You almost don’t want to 

use them because they’re 

so sparkly and clean. But 

use them you must, and 

you’re smart to take a 

few steps to protect your 

precious investments. 

• BUY THE RIGHT 

STUFF. There’s a reason 

the manufacturer 

recommends specific 

detergent for dishwashers 

and washing machines: 

Those appliances are tested 

(and tested and tested) to 

find out what keeps them 

working well. Splurge on 

the recommended items 

now to save money on 

repairs down the road.

• DO YOUR DUTY. Yes, 

you really do have to 

defrost your deep freeze. 

Yes, you really should put 

“change the furnace filter” 

on your calendar. Treat 

your appliances right, and 

your household repair 

budget will love you for it.

• KEEP THEM CLEAN.

Those coils and gaskets 

under the fridge? Vacuum 

the dust regularly. Your 

oven? Scrub as the manual 

recommends. A cleaner 

appliance has an easier time 

completing its tasks, which 

means parts aren’t stressed.

DEAR HANDY GIRL,  

I know about spring cleaning, but winter often gets left in the dust (literally!). 
What maintenance task do you skip for winter that should stay on the to-do list? 

DEAR HANDY GIRL,  

Our new fixer-upper came with 
plenty of lovable features but 
no appliances, so we bought 
midrange options. How do we 
keep them in good shape?
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DEAR READER,  

Congrats to you! The lost shut-eye 

is so worth it.

 And congrats to your friends 

on the sage advice. Babies morph 

into toddlers seemingly overnight, 

with curious hands and little feet. 

They push, pull, climb, and reach, 

and furniture can pose a deadly 

risk. According to the Consumer 

Product Safety Commission, one 

child dies every two weeks when a 

TV or piece of furniture falls onto 

him or her.

Check your house for these 

three categories of must-anchor 

furniture:

• TOP-HEAVY includes dressers; 

when you open upper drawers, the 

piece becomes unsteady and may tip.

• TVS, especially slim ones not 

wall-mounted, can easily fall over.

• TEMPTATIONS include pieces 

that might inspire climbing—a tall 

bookshelf, for example.

Luckily, even the most beginner of DIYers can anchor furniture. 

New furniture often includes instructions and may even provide appropriate 

hardware. You can also pick up anti-tip brackets, braces, or straps at home 

centers. Read all instructions; big, heavy, or wide furniture may require more 

than one anchor. And remember to regularly check and tighten all restraints.

DEAR HANDY GIRL,  

We’re expecting a baby, and I want to deal 
with lengthy to-dos now—not when I’m sleep-
deprived. My friends with kiddos say anchoring 
furniture is a must. Why—and how?

keep your 
cuti e safe w ith 

these tips !

For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit woodcraft.com Or Call 800-225-1153.  17DY12H

Furniture im
ages courtesy of Kevin H

urley Photography
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Whip up delights for your 
favorite foodies with creative 
gifts they’ll eat right up. 
PROJECTS DANA BORREMANS 

PHOTOGRAPHS BLAINE MOATS

WORDS JUSTINE LORELLE LOMONACO

TASTE

GIFTS

HOT TO HANDLE Purchased 
grill utensils get a makeover with 
sleek leather-wrapped handles, 
this photo. Offer them as a set or 
individually to all the grill masters 
in your life  and you’ll get an 
automatic invite to the next BBQ!
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STONE OR 

EACH CHARM 

TO AVOID 

WINEGLASS 

MIX-UPS! 

A

A

MATERIALS

• 2 mm leather cord (6 yards per handle)

• Yardstick or ruler

• Masking tape

• Grill utensils (We bought a 4-piece set 

from Bed, Bath & Beyond.)

• Scrap cardboard

• Superglue

• Toothpicks

Step 1 Measure 6 yards of leather cord and cut 

two pieces of masking tape. Wrap the cord 

around the utensil handle and tape the short 

end of the leather to the cardboard. Pull the 

leather tight and tape the opposite side to the 

cardboard (A).

Step 2 Apply a small bead of superglue to a 

gap you create between the wrapped leather, 

using a toothpick to smooth the glue. Push 

the leather back together and apply another 

small bead of glue and smooth with a clean 

toothpick. Allow to dry for 1 hour. 

Step 3 Remove tape and cardboard. Begin the 

fi rst knot by creating a loop with the cord 

(Diagram 1), wrapping around the handle 

counterclockwise and bringing the tail over 

the loop. Gently pull the knot together. (Your 

knots will get tighter as you go.)

Step 4 Continue this process, knot after knot, 

until you’ve covered the desired amount of 

the handle. Your line of knots will naturally 

twist around the handle. Dab a bead of glue 

on the fi nal knot and allow to dry for 1 hour. 

Clip the beginning and end of the leather so 

you have enough to wrap around the handle 

one time. Apply a bead of glue along the 

edge of the fi rst and last rows and smooth 

with a toothpick. 

how to make leather-wrapped grill utensils

SERIOUSLY CHARMING A set of 
magnetic wine charms is a useful gift 
for the frequent entertainer, this photo. 
Position ¼-inch rare earth magnets on 
either side of a piece of cardboard. Glue 
charms, gems, or beads to magnet (A); 
allow to dry 24 hours. Transfer magnets to 
decorative cardstock and insert in a small 
gift box for giving and storage. We applied 
glitter spray paint to make our box sparkle.

DIAGRAM 1
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B CA

MATERIALS

• French rolling pin

• Miter box or chop saw

• Sandpaper (150 grit, 220 grit, 

and 400 grit)

• Beets

• Blender

• Mesh strainer

• 1-inch foam brushes

• Painters tape

• Clear matte medium

• Metallic acrylic paint

• Boo’s Blocks Mystery Oil and 

Boo’s Blocks Board Cream

Step 1 Cut the rolling pin to about 8∏ inches 

long and use 150-grit sandpaper to smooth the 

cut edge. Follow with 220-grit sandpaper to 

lightly sand the entire surface, then sand with 

400 grit until very smooth (A).

Step 2 To make the stain, cut three medium-

size red beets into 1-inch pieces, place in 

saucepan, cover with about 2 inches of water, 

and bring to a boil. Reduce heat and simmer 

for an hour. Blend resulting mix until it’s a thick 

slurry, then pour beet pulp through a fine-

mesh strainer. Let cool. Apply the beet liquid 

to the wood with a foam brush (B), saturating 

the cut end’s grain. Allow to dry for at least 

an hour, then sand with 400-grit sandpaper. 

Reapply stain to achieve desired color.

Step 3 Wrap painters tape around the muddler 

where you want the painted handle to start 

and apply an even coat of clear matte medium 

over the surface you will paint. Apply four or 

five coats of metallic acrylic paint with a foam 

brush (allow to dry between coats). Remove 

tape and seal entire muddler with Boo’s Blocks 

Mystery Oil. Allow to dry overnight, then apply 

a coat of Boo’s Blocks Board Cream (C).

how to make  
a muddlerALL WOOD REACTS 

DIFFERENTLY, SO USE 

THE PIECE YOU CUT OFF 

TO TEST THE BEET STAIN 

BEFORE APPLYING TO  

MASTER MUDDLER 

One French rolling pin 
equals two perfect-size 
muddlers. A chic gold 
“handle” and pretty 
purple beet stain 
makes this muddler 
display-worthy on 
any bar, this photo. 



GO GREEN Microgreens are nutritional 
powerhouses—some varieties can be 40 times more 
nutritious than their fully grown counterparts! 
Put together a growing kit by installing biostrate 
hydroponic felt growing pads in a watertight 
baking tray. Include a pack of litmus paper, 
growing instructions, and kraft paper envelopes 
filled with microgreen seeds, this photo—and 
your recipient will be ready to get his grow on.

DOWNLOAD GROWING 

INSTRUCTIONS AND 

PRINTABLE LABELS AT  

BHG.COM/MICROGREENS 

MICROGREEN 

SEEDS THAT 

WORK WELL WITH 

HYDROPONICS, 

SUCH AS 

BROCCOLI, RADISH, 

AND BASIL.



A B

MATERIALS

• 1-inch foam brush

• Acrylic paint

• Slate coasters

• Coaster patterns 

• White transfer paper

• Tape

• Ballpoint pen

• Metallic permanent markers

• Metallic oil-base paint markers (We 

used DecoColor.)

Step 1 Paint the thin edges of slate 

coasters (it may take four coats to 

completely cover). Allow to dry.

Step 2 Print and cut out patterns at 

BHG.com/DIYCoasters or create 

your own. Cut a circular piece of 

white transfer paper the same size as 

your pattern and place, chalky side 

down, on the face of the coaster. 

Top with the pattern, printed side up. 

Tape in place and use a ballpoint pen 

to trace the pattern onto the slate (A).

Step 3 Remove pattern and transfer 

paper and retrace lines with 

a metallic permanent marker. 

Add bright metallic color with 

an oil-base paint marker (B).

how to make 
patterned slate 
coasters

PRINT COASTER PATTERNS AT 

BHG.COM/DIYCOASTERS

PACKAGE 

YOUR FAVORITE 

COCKTAIL-

LOVING BUDDY.

CUSTOM COASTERS Metallic 
markers give a high-shine update to 
basic slate coasters, this photo. We 
love the mix-and-match look—use 
our provided geometric patterns or 
freehand your own for a too-cute set.
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MATERIALS

• Disposable Tyvek aprons

• Oilcloth or plastic sheeting

• Disposable container and gloves

• Fabric glue

• 2-inch foam brushes

• Sewing measuring tape

• 4 yards single-fold bias tape

• Acrylic paint

• Needle and thread

• Buttons

Step 1 Unfold aprons and cut off  plastic 

ties. Double fi nished apron thickness 

by pairing two aprons that are most 

symmetrical with soft sides out. Cover 

your work surface with oilcloth and lay 

one apron fl at, soft side down. In the 

container, mix 1 part fabric glue and 

1 part water (the fi nished consistency 

should resemble half-and-half cream). 

Liberally apply to the apron using a 

foam brush, ensuring you coat the 

edges before pressing the second 

apron onto the wet apron. Allow to dry 

for at least 1 hour. Once dry, trim any 

uneven areas.

Step 2 Using your measuring tape, 

determine the length of your neck 

strap (see 1, below left) and waist tie 

as one long piece. Fold 4 yards of bias 

tape in half and mark midway point. 

Measure and mark on inside of bias 

tape for neck measurement (divide 

neck measurement by 2 and mark 

on either side of middle marking). 

Place bias tape along apron edges 

and apply glue to both inside edges of 

the tape, pressing together with your 

fi ngers to join the tape to itself and 

the apron edge, starting at 2 (below 

left) and moving to 3. Allow to dry fl at.

Step 3 To prep dry apron for stain 

and give fi nished apron a textured 

look, crumple it into a tight ball, then 

uncrumple, repeating a few times. Lay 

fl at on prepared work surface. 

Step 4 To stain, select a dark paint 

color and mix with water until it’s the 

consistency of half-and-half. Wearing 

disposable gloves, use a foam brush 

to apply paint to the apron and straps. 

Allow to dry fl at for 1 hour before 

moving to drying rack. To fi nish, stitch 

on decorative buttons where apron and 

straps meet (2 and 3, below left).

how to make a (reusable!) textured apron

1

3

2 2

3

SERVE IN STYLE 

Disposable aprons no 
more! Double layers 
and new straps make 
these aprons worthy of 
multiple wearings, this 
photo. Gift a set of two 
for your fave love-to-
cook couple. For an 
added feature, sew a 
pocket on the front in 
a contrasting color. 



B CA

MATERIALS

• Circle templates  

• Cardstock

• Medium-weight chipboard

• Crafts felt

• Fabric glue

• Hot-glue gun and glue sticks

• Industrial felt (we got ours at moodfabrics.com)

• Masking tape

• Medium-length straight upholstery needle

• Embroidery floss

• Large cutting mat

• Rotary cutting tool

Step 1 Print circle templates, available at 

BHG.com/WineBag, on cardstock and cut out. 

Trace the smaller circle onto medium-weight 

chipboard and cut out. Trace the larger circle 

onto colorful crafts felt and cut out, then use 

fabric glue to adhere the chipboard to the 

center of the felt circle. Cut triangles around 

the fabric circle to remove bulk, and use a 

hot-glue gun to secure the folded felt to the 

chipboard (A).

Step 2 Cut an 11×12-inch piece of high-

density felt and roll into a tube. Tape the tube 

shape while you hand-stitch the seam with 

upholstery needle and embroidery floss. Use 

the downloaded template, a cutting mat, and 

a rotary cutting tool to cut out the strap and 

supporting bottom piece (B).

Step 3 Assemble your three pieces (C) by hot-

gluing the back of the colorful felt circle to the 

circular part of the strap. Insert a bottle of wine 

into the tube for support and to hold in place 

while drying. Run a bead of hot glue along 

the strap where it will attach to the tube and 

around the circular bottom; adhere to the felt 

tube, positioning the strap to cover the vertical 

seam. Glue together the strap ends at the top 

to create the handle. 

how to make a  
felt wine bag

DOWNLOAD THE CIRCLE  

AND STRAP TEMPLATES AT  

BHG.COM/WINEBAG 

STITCH A LARGE X 

IN A CONTRASTING 

COLOR OF FLOSS AS 

A FINISHING TOUCH.

CARRY ON Make this 
year’s signature vino 
stand out from the 
other bottles with its 
own handmade bag, 
this photo. Any color 
combo of felt will 
work—we kept ours 
neutral with a pop 
of color at the base 
so it can be used for 
wine-toting all year. 



FOR RESOURCES 

SEE PAGE 108.

A

LET IT ROLL Banish dinner dilemmas with a handmade set of foodie dice, this photo. Simply give them a roll to 
determine tonight’s meal ingredients! Print icons and words (BHG.com/FoodieDice) on a laser printer, then use 
transparent tape on edges to attach printouts to 1¼-inch wood cubes with the printed side down. In a ventilated 
area, use a xylene blender marker to gently saturate the paper. After xylene evaporates, your paper will resemble 
the look of waxed paper. Using the flat side of a bone folder, quickly rub evenly over the back of the paper, then 
rub in the opposite direction. Peel the taped paper off to reveal your transfer, and repeat on all sides of dice. We 

used six dice for our set: proteins, veggies (2), herbs/spices, grains/starch, and cooking method.

PACKAGE THE 

DICE IN A CLEAR 

VESSEL WITH A 

CORK LID TO 

DOUBLE AS A 

CUTE DISPLAY 

JAR AND SHAKER.
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DOWNLOAD FOOD ICONS 

AND WORDS FROM  

BHG.COM/FOODIEDICE 



Put your own spin 
on home decorating 
using vintage and new 
textiles that bring in 
colors, textures, and 
patterns from around 
the world.  

GOING
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BOHO CHIC This 
living space ticks off 
all the boho decorating 
elements: earthy 
color palette—check; 
plants, plants, and 
more plants—check; a 
well-traveled, collected 
vibe featuring fabrics 
and rugs—check. 
Elements as simple as 
cacti and succulents in 
clay pots make a big 
impact when perched 
on a shelf, this photo. 

BETTER TOGETHER On its own, this small vintage kilim rug, above, would  
look lost in a living room. Placing it on top of a larger, new rug makes it a 
standout piece. Protect vintage rugs by placing them in low-traffic areas. 
Here’s a strategically placed midcentury slat coffee table keeps people off the  
rug without obscuring the view, left.

PROJECT, CHOOSE 

A PIECE WITH 

SQUARE OR 

RECTANGULAR 

CUSHIONS, LIKE 

THIS MIDCENTURY 

CHAISE LONGUE.

layer ed  look
ONE-DIMENSIONAL  
DECOR IS SO BASIC. 

LAYER TEXTILES 
TO ADD TEXTURE 

AND DEPTH TO 
YOUR HOME. 
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BONUS IDEA!  

WATER-RESISTANT 

CORK IS AN 

INTERESTING 

ALTERNATIVE TO 

SPHAGNUM MOSS AS 

A SOIL COVER FOR 

FABRIC FRAME This hexagon hanger is made from two 
19-inch pieces and four 9½-inch pieces of 2×2 wood 
with a 16-inch dowel, then stained with Minwax wood 
stain in Classic Gray. Once the hanger is on the wall, 
you can easily drape smaller textiles, fabric remnants, or 
scarves from the dowel without damaging them.

“ I LOOK FOR WAYS TO 
ADD AMUSING, 

PERSONAL DETAILS 
TO EVERY NOOK AND 
CRANNY. WINE CORKS 
IN A PLANTER COUNT 
AS A COLLECTION, 

RIGHT?”
BRENDA WEGNER, PROJECT PRODUCER

WHY HIDE YOUR 

FAVORITE SCARF 

IN A CLOSET? 

THIS GEOMETRIC 

HANGER IS 

THE PERFECT 

FRAME FOR 

YOUR WEARABLE 

TEXTILES. 

LEARN HOW TO MAKE A  

GEOMETRIC HANGER AT 

BHG.COM/QUILTRACK 



B

A

MATERIALS

• Sofa or chair cushion (sofa cushion  

shown is 21⁄2×6 feet)

• Rug (We used a 5×7-foot cotton rug.)

• Straight pins

• Elastic

• Heavy-duty hook-and-loop fastener 

(We used Velcro.)

• Darning needle

• Upholstery thread

• Iron

Step 1 Select your sofa and rug. We chose 

a cotton kilim-style rug because it was thin 

enough to fold. Rugs with backing would 

not work for this project. 

Step 2 Lay the rug on the floor or large 

surface, top side down. Center your 

cushion on top of the rug. Before you 

apply any elastic or Velcro, use straight 

pins to pin the long edges of the rug to 

the bottom of the cushion. Fold each end 

as if you are wrapping a gift and secure 

them with straight pins. Flip the cushion 

over and place it on the sofa to make sure 

you like how the rug pattern looks and 

that the corner folds are straight. Adjust 

as necessary. (We lined up the stripes on 

our rug.) 

Step 3 Turn the cushion over. Cut pieces 

of elastic that stretch to join the rug’s long 

edges (A). We placed elastic near each end 

and in the middle of the rug. Sew one end 

of the elastic to the rug. Attach the elastic 

to the other edge of the rug with heavy-

duty adhesive Velcro. Once the elastic is 

attached, remove the straight pins. 

Step 4 Iron the folded corners so they lie 

flat (B). Remove straight pins and attach 

small pieces of Velcro to hold your folds 

together. We used adhesive Velcro and 

added a couple of stitches to ensure each 

piece stays in place. Note: The Velcro and 

stitches can easily be removed so the rug 

can be used on the floor later if desired.

how to wrap a sofa cushion

r eady  to  w ear
DRAPING A THROW OR 
RUG OVER FURNITURE 

IS FINE, BUT USE HOOK-
AND-LOOP FASTENERS 
TO SECURE THE FABRIC 
TO THE CUSHION FOR A 
MORE TAILORED LOOK.
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s u zan i  s hop
BLACK FIG DESIGNS HAS 
HUNDREDS OF VINTAGE 
SUZANIS AVAILABLE AT 

ETSY.COM/SHOP/ 

BLACKFIGDESIGNS.  
ENTER COUPON CODE 

FORDOITYOURSELF FOR 
A 15 PERCENT DISCOUNT 
ON YOUR PURCHASE.
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WOVEN WONDERS 
The stories and cultural significance of 

textiles are often as vibrant as their colors 
and as intricate as their designs. 

FAIR TRADE MATTERS Companies that practice 

fair trade ensure textiles are produced in a way 

that pays producers fair wages, supports safe 

working conditions, protects children’s rights, and is 

environmentally sustainable. 

Ask questions before you buy, look for certifications 

like GoodWeave, and check websites such as 

fairtradeusa.org to be sure you’re buying responsibly. 

DREAMY HEADBOARD The intricate 
designs and vibrant colors, opposite, of 
vintage suzanis (see “Woven Wonders,” 
right) as well as their substantial 
size make them perfect above-bed 
focal points. To achieve a similar wall 
hanging, screw a 4-inch-wide board 
cut to the length of your fabric into 
drywall anchors in the wall. Adhere a 
reclosable fastener (we like 3M Dual 
Lock Reclosable Fastener TB4575 
Low Profile Black) to the top of the 
board and the top of the back of the 
suzani. Join the fastener on the suzani 
with the fastener on the board. Use a 
steamer on the suzani to remove any 
wrinkles so the fabric hangs straight.

TASSEL ADDITION Wrap cotton yarn around a 
5-inch piece of cardboard or something similarly 
sized—a CD case works well. Remove the yarn 
and tie it one-fourth of the way down. Trim 
the loops on the long end of the yarn to get 
a tassel sized for attaching to a pillow, above. 
To add tassel to pillow, sew through top knot 
of tassel into corner of pillow until secure.

SUZANIS originate from 

Uzbekistan and other Central 

Asian countries along what 

was the Silk Road. Suzani 

translates to “needlework.” 

This folk art has been 

practiced for centuries. 

Suzanis, often made from 

embroidered silk, were given 

by brides to grooms on their 

wedding day. You can still find 

vintage suzanis; newer suzanis 

are often made commercially. 

KILIM RUGS are made using 

a flat weaving technique 

practiced in Turkey and 

surrounding areas. Although 

often included in the 

category of Oriental rugs, 

kilim rugs are in a class of 

their own because of their 

geometric interwoven 

designs. They are primarily 

made of wool because the 

fiber is durable and to work 

with. 

MUD CLOTH or Bògòlanfini 

is a handmade cotton 

fabric traditionally dyed 

with fermented mud. First 

made in Mali in West Africa, 

the fabric features white 

geometric designs on a black, 

brown, or mustard yellow 

background. Mud cloth is 

currently used worldwide 

for clothes and decoration. 

See our mud cloth-inspired 

project, page 61.



SAFARI STYLE We turned a sunny spot into a 
mini oasis, this photo. The mud cloth-pattern 
butterfl y chair is aff ordable and surprisingly 
comfortable. Cushions on the fl oor are an 
inviting place for people or pets to nap. 
A single curtain panel lets the sun in, while 
plants and sky blue walls complete the vibe.

Meditative
SW6227

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
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A

MATERIALS

• Bleach pen

• Fabric (We used a black cotton duck 

butterfly chair cover.)

• Test fabric

• Paper (if you want to practice your pattern)

• Dressmaker’s fabric pencil in white

• Brush or damp cloth

Step 1 Gather your materials. If possible, 

test your bleach pens on sample fabric. 

Your test should show you how your 

bleach pen handles, how long you need 

to leave the bleach on the fabric to 

achieve a light pink to white mark, and 

how the fabric reacts when you rinse off 

the bleach. Experiment until you get a 

result you like. 

Note: Not all bleach pens are created 

equal. We found brands had different 

size tips, and some formulations 

seemed stronger than others. 

Experiment with a few types to find the 

one you like. Use the leftover pens to 

tackle that bathroom deep clean you’ve 

been procrastinating...umm...planning. 

Step 2 Practice drawing your pattern on 

paper. Traditionally, the symbols and 

their arrangement on mud cloth convey 

social status, character, occupation, 

even secrets. Research common 

patterns and meanings online or shun 

tradition and create a pattern simply 

because you like it. 

Step 3 Lay your fabric on a flat surface. 

Some bleach will soak through the fabric 

so protect your work surface so it won’t 

be damaged by the bleach. It helps if you 

can walk around all sides of the table. 

Step 4 Use a white dressmaker’s pencil 

to draw the pattern on the fabric. Refer 

to your paper drawing. Consider the 

spacing of the pattern; when you use 

the bleach pen your marks will spread. 

If you make a mistake, remove the 

pencil marking by rubbing it with a 

brush or damp cloth. 

Step 5 Start by tracing pencil marks with 

bleach pen in an inconspicuous area (A). 

After making a few marks, check to see 

if the bleach is spreading as planned. 

Work carefully when drawing with 

bleach so you don’t smudge the design. 

When you are comfortable that you are 

using the right amount of bleach and 

your pattern will work as drawn, move 

to an area in the center of the fabric 

and continue tracing the lines with the 

bleach pen. By working from the middle 

out toward the edges of your fabric you 

will avoid smudging the bleach you’ve 

already applied. 

Step 6 When you are finished tracing, 

allow the bleach to soak into the fabric. 

The amount of time you leave the 

bleach on the fabric will vary according 

to your fabric and the brand of bleach 

pen you are using. This is where your 

experiments with the test fabric will 

guide you. (We left our bleach on the 

fabric for just over an hour.) Rinse out 

bleach with warm water and air dry. 

how to make mud cloth pattern fabric

LARGE PIECES OF MUD CLOTH  

CAN BE PRICEY. WE SEWED 

SMALLER PIECES TO OFF-THE-

RACK CURTAIN PANELS TO 

STRETCH OUR STYLE BUDGET.

FOR RESOURCES SEE PAGE 108.
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1. HARRISVILLE DESIGNS
The Easy Weaver is a rigid heddle table loom for weaving cloth, made of 

beautifully fi nished wood right in New Hampshire! Simple, easy to use design, 

even for someone who has never woven before. Create scarves, table runners, 

placemats and more. It comes pre-warped with colorful yarn so you can 

just open the box and start weaving! harrisville.com/collections/

friendly-loom/products/easy-weaver-a

2. PLATINUM™ 6 DIE CUTTING & EMBOSSING MACHINE
With a 6 inch cutting platform and solid steel core construction, the 

Platinum 6 eff ortlessly cuts up to six layers in a single pass when used 

with our Contour™ Steel Rule Dies. Cut through a wide range of thick 

to thin materials, from paper and cotton, to metal and balsa wood.  

spellbinderspaperarts.com

3. RYATIE STARTER KIT
This easy-to-use kit comes with everything you need to create fun design 

accents, including a small RyaTie tool, rubber bands, 4ct. mesh fabric, 100% 

cotton yarn, and instructions. The kit makes a perfect gift for both beginner 

and advanced crafters. Plaidonline.com

4. OLFA® CUTTING TOOLS
Create a winning combination that can handle every project with the OLFA®

Endurance Rotary blade that cuts 2x longer (up to 1500 yards vs the standard 

OLFA blade), OLFA’s 45mm Splash Rotary Cutter, 6”x24” Frosted Ruler and a 

17”x24” Folding Cutting Mat. olfa.com

5. TESTORS CRAFT PAINTS
Testors is proud to introduce Testors Craft, a line of premium paints, featuring 

updated primary and on-trend colors, to inspire year round creativity.  Partner 

with Testors paintbrushes for everything you need to craft your handmade 

project. testors.com/product-catalog/testors-brands/

testors-craft/

6. WELDON OWEN BOOKS
Discover your craft. Share your creativity with books from Weldon Owen. 

Perfect gifts for the DIY enthusiast on your list on topics such as sewing and 

gardening. weldonowen.com/life-style/art-design/

do-it-yourself-gift-guide



In honor of Do It Yourself magazine’s 50th anniversary, 
we’re taking a trip down memory lane and refreshing 
our favorite decades-old projects and techniques.
PROJECTS KATIE LEPORTE  PHOTOGRAPHS JASON DONNELLY  WORDS PAMELA S. PORTER
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50
Y E A R S
(& S T I L L  F A B U L O U S )
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A

THEN
Tone-on-tone 

base + shades 

NOW
Vibrant colors + 

zigzag accents 

Re-covering a lampshade 
is a classic trick that 
never gets old, left. Cut 
fabric 2 inches longer 
than the height of the 
shade and an inch longer 
than its circumference. 
Starting at the shade’s 
seam, hot-glue fabric at 
the top inside rim. Pull 
taut to the bottom inside 
rim and glue. Work your 
way around the shade, 
pulling taut and gluing 
to secure fabric to inside 
rim. Make a zigzag 
pattern using yarn and 
a large-eye needle (A), 
catching just enough of 
the fabric to make the 
stitches. Repeat with 
a second coordinating 
color of yarn. TIP: 
Our shade is slightly 
tapered, so we chose a 
jersey fabric with stretch 
and pleated the excess 
neatly at the seam.

HOT-GLUE A RIBBON OVER 

THE RAW EDGES OF FABRIC 

INSIDE THE SHADE FOR A  

FAST, FINISHED LOOK.

RE-COVERED LAMPSHADE



A

THEN
Graphic designs +  

crisp edges  

NOW
Watercolor florals + 

monogram fun

Create bedding that’s 
picture-perfect, left. 
Print the desired image 
on a transparency sheet. 
Dampen fabric lightly 
with a wet sponge, then 
lay the transparency 
sheet, ink side down, on 
fabric. Transfer the image 
to fabric by burnishing it 
with a spoon using even 
pressure (A). Remove 
transparency and iron 
immediately on a high 
(cotton) setting to set 
the ink and prevent color 
from bleeding. Expect a 
little spreading, which 
results in a watercolor 
look. When dry, use a 
foam brush to apply 
clear fabric medium 
over the image. Let 
dry, then add a second 
coat to make the image 
durable. Use the same 
technique to apply 
lettering or monograms, 
but to keep the letters 
from being reversed 
when transferred, 
print a mirror image 
on the transparency. 

IRON-ON ACCENTS

mult i u s e
YOU CAN REUSE 
TRANSPARENCY  
SHEETS FOR THIS 
TECHNIQUE. WASH 
THEM CAREFULLY 
WITH WATER AND 

LET DRY.
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HAND-DIPPED GIFT WRAP



STENCIL TO ADD GOLD 

ACCENTS AFTER DYE 

HAS DRIED. 

Fold the paper into a small square, 
following diagram. Dip the corners 
or sides in dye, or do one color 
with the corners, then another 
color for the edges. Unfold and 
let dry. What’s the best part about 
this technique? There’s no wrong 
way to do it!

SQUARE FOLD

Fold into a triangle, following 
diagram, then dip one point 1–2 
inches into the lighter color dye. 
The dye will seep up the paper, 
so start with shallow dips. Dip 
another tip ½ inch into the darker 
dye (A). Unfold paper carefully 
and let dry. Create a graduated 
effect by refolding the paper and 
dipping ¼ inch of the tip into a 
darker dye. Unfold and let dry. 

TRIANGLE FOLD

Make 1- to 2-inch folds back and 
forth along the paper. Coil it, clip 
with a clothespin, and dip slightly 
into dye. Unfold and let dry.

ACCORDION FOLD

A

USE A 

CLOTHESPIN 

TO EASILY DIP 

THE PAPER 

INTO THE DYE.

THEN  
Tribal vibes

NOW
Pretty pastels  
Making patterned gift wrap, 
opposite, is all in the fold. 
Start by folding large sheets of 
white art paper (not waxed or 
cardstock). On a protected work 
surface, fill small containers 
with water and add desired 
colors of dye, then get to folding 
and dipping! We used just three 
folds, below, for our designs—
but have fun experimenting.



1. PLAY THE ANGLES

Paint terra-cotta pots 
with white acrylic paint 
and let dry. Use painters 
tape to mask sections, 
creating triangles or 
other geometric shapes. 
Paint sections gold or 
pastel pink (or both!). 
Remove tape and let 
dry. Protect with a 
clear acrylic sealer.

2. CHALK IT UP

Coat a terra-cotta pot 
with chalkboard paint 
and let dry. Use a chalk 
ink marker to doodle 
a fun design, label the 
plant inside, or display 
a cheery message. Erase 
and draw new designs 
whenever desired.

3. A PERFECT BLEND 

Cover a terra-cotta pot 
in white acrylic paint 
and let dry. For a blue 
ombré effect, use a dry 
brush to paint the bottom 
quarter of the pot blue, 
then gradually add white 
to the blue in increasing 
ratios as you paint up the 
pot, eventually stopping 
at the pure white.

4. IN A MINUTE

Using a dry brush,  
paint the top two-thirds  
of a terra-cotta pot with  
a pale pink acrylic 
paint, fading it into 
the terra-cotta hue. 
Lightly sand the paint 
to create a textured 
plaster effect. Let dry. 

5. MAKE YOUR MARK

Paint a terra-cotta pot 
below the rim using 
white acrylic paint. Let 
dry, then use a Sharpie 
marker to hand-draw 
a pattern. Protect with 
a clear acrylic sealer. 

f i ll  ’ er  u p
FOR DRAINAGE, PLACE 
PEBBLES IN THE POTS 
BEFORE ADDING SOIL.  

IF YOUR POT HAS A  
DRAINAGE HOLE, PAINT 

A TERRA-COTTA SAUCER 
TO MATCH THE POT.

1

2
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THEN
Glitzy jewels + 

high-contrast paint 

NOW
Modern shapes + of-the-

moment materials (who 

doesn’t love gold paint?)

3

4

PAINTED POTS

5



THEN
Covered with paper from head to toe 

NOW
Just a touch of punchy patterned fabric

Love decoupaging? Try the technique with fabric. Remove hardware and 
clean the furniture surface. Cut fabric to fit a drawer front plus an inch on  
all sides. Coat the front of the drawer with a mixture of water and decoupage  
medium, such as Mod Podge, and lay the fabric atop, smoothing wrinkles. 
Let dry, then trim excess fabric. Poke a hole through fabric and replace the 
knob. Repeat on the side of the table to fit an inset panel, above. 

ACRYLIC FRAMES

DECOUPAGED FURNITURE

TECHNIQUE.
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THEN
Acrylic panels with 

silver accents 

NOW
Classic acrylic, new 

brass accents

Achieve a modern look 
with clear, floating-style 
frames, left. Spray wall-
mount glass standoff 
screw nails with a gold 
tone and let dry. Cut 
plexiglass 3–4 inches 
larger than artwork by 
scoring it with a utility 
blade and snapping (the 
hardware store might cut 
it for you). Cut a piece of 
scrap wood to the same 
size and tape corners of 
the plexiglass to the wood. 
Consider clamping it to 
the wood or having an 
extra set of hands to hold 
it. Measure in ¾ inch at 
each corner and slowly 
drill each hole using a 
5−16-inch drill bit (A). Place 
drilled plexiglass on top 
of remaining plexiglass 
pieces, using as a template 
to mark hole placement. 
Secure pieces to the wood 
one at a time and drill 
four holes. Place clear 
adhesive dots at front 
corners of artwork and 
place plexiglass on top to 
attach. To hang, drill screws  
into wall and appropriate 
anchors. Position holes 
in the plexiglass over the 
screws and add caps. 

A

so ft  d i s play
PRINT AN IMAGE ON 
IRON-ON TRANSFER 
PAPER, THEN FOLLOW 

MANUFACTURER’S 
INSTRUCTIONS TO 

TRANSFER THE IMAGE 
ONTO A PILLOW COVER.

PLEXIGLASS 

UNTIL AFTER 

DRILLING.

FOR RESOURCES SEE PAGE 108.



Router details lend plenty of punch to these 
budget-friendly plywood projects.  

PROJECTS KASEY AND JORDANA HENKE  PHOTOGRAPHS JAY WILDE   

WORDS LAURA KRISTINE JOHNSON

A CUT ABOVE
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i n  th e  m i x 
ADD INTEREST TO YOUR 

MAP BY VARYING THE 
THICKNESS, CONTOUR, 

AND COLOR OF THE 
SALVAGED BOARDS. 

“A ROUTER IS A SIMPLE WAY 
TO MAKE A STOCK PIECE OF 
WOOD HAVE A LOT MORE 
DETAIL AND CHARACTER.”

KASEY HENKE, PROJECT DESIGNER

how to make a 
silhouette map

MATERIALS

• ¼-inch plywood

• Enlarged printed map

• Scissors

• Permanent marker

• ¾- to 1-inch-thick salvage boards

• Wood glue

• Spare piece of wood

• ½-inch 18-gauge finishing nails 

• Router

• 1-inch cutting bit

• Sanding block

• 2 screw-in hanger loops 

• Braided picture wire

Step 1 Purchase ¼-inch plywood in your 

desired size (our map measures 45×30 

inches). Have an office supply store 

enlarge a map image found online to fit 

the plywood backing. Cut out the map 

template and place it backward on the 

plywood. Trace with a black permanent 

marker, then flip the plywood so the map 

faces down.

Step 2 Trim ¾- to 1-inch-thick salvaged 

boards so they measure 3–5 inches 

wide and are long enough to span the 

height of your map. Arrange the boards 

vertically in desired layout, then liberally 

apply wood glue to the plywood as well 

as to the sides and backs of the boards. 

Lay boards in place. Weigh down the 

boards with a spare piece of wood, and 

let dry for 24 hours. 

Step 3 Once dry, flip the assembly so the 

traced map faces up, and further secure 

the plywood to the boards with ½-inch 

18-gauge finishing nails, placed ½ inch 

in from the map outline to avoid hitting a 

nail with your router. 

Step 4 Set the piece salvage side down 

across two pieces of lumber. Using your 

router and a 1-inch cutting bit, carefully 

cut in a counterclockwise direction 

along the map’s outline. 

Step 5 To finish, remove rough edges with 

a sanding block and attach two screw-in 

hanger loops and braided picture wire to 

the back for hanging.



STUMP RIGHT UP Serve après-dinner snacks in style with a woodsy tray, this 
photo. After selecting a set of three small bowls, purchase a natural-edge wood 
slice that’s about 2 inches thick and wide enough to hold the bowls. Measure 
the circumference of the bottom of each bowl, and add ¼ inch to account for any 
tapering in the bowl’s design. Use these measurements and a compass to draw 
circles onto the wood in your desired arrangement, leaving at least ½ inch between 
each circle. With your router and a cutting bit set to ½ inch deep, cut out each 
circle (A), starting the router in the middle of the circle and carefully working your 
way to the line. Remove any rough edges with a sanding block.

A
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SIGN OF AFFECTION Let your 
love shine through with golden 
word art, left. Begin by drawing 
“love” or another preferred word 
in 2-inch-thick letters onto a 
54×18-inch piece of ½-inch CDX 
plywood, then place the plywood 
onto two sawhorses. Set up your 
router with a 1-inch cutting blade 
at a depth of ½ inch. Slowly lower 
the router onto the edge of the 
plywood and move inward until 
you reach the outline of a letter. 
Cut along the outside of the letters, 
moving in a counterclockwise 
direction. After you cut around the 
whole word, remove the centers of 
any letters by working your router 
in a clockwise direction. Smooth 
rough edges using an orbital sander 
with 40-grit paper for the first 
pass and 120-grit paper for the 
second pass. Use a hand file for 
hard-to-reach spots, then attach 
two sawtooth picture hangers 
to the back of the word. Apply 
gold leaf to the front and sides 
according to package directions, 
and let dry before hanging.

ROUTER 101
Whether you’re new to routing or a seasoned 
veteran, fine-tune your skills with these tips.

CHOOSE YOUR TOOL

Routers come in both 

fixed base and plunge 

styles. A fixed-base 

router in the 1- to 

1½-horsepower range 

is best for beginners 

because it lets you 

specify the bit’s 

depth, which then 

remains constant 

as you cut. Higher 

horsepower and 

plunge-style routers 

offer more versatility 

and oomph but are 

harder to control. 

EASY DOES IT

Deep router cuts 

and high bit speeds 

can cause wood burn 

markings. To prevent 

burning, first test the 

bit, speed, and cutting 

depth on scrap wood. 

If burns appear, opt 

to make the cuts 

in a few different 

passes, moving 

steadily and cutting 

deeper each time.

BITS AND PIECES

Before purchasing 

router bits, determine 

the size of your 

router’s collet (the 

piece that holds the 

bit in place) to ensure 

you get the correct 

fit. Collets are either 

¼ inch or ½ inch. 

Then head to your 

local woodworking 

store and view cutting 

samples of each bit 

style to find the right 

look for your project. 

SAFETY FIRST 

Routers routinely 

toss wood chips 

and dust into the 

air so safety glasses 

are a must during 

operation. Always 

keep a firm grip 

on the router, and 

ensure the bit is sharp 

and free of debris 

and damage. Dull bits 

pose the hazard of 

catching the wood 

and twisting the tool 

out of your grasp.

WORK THIS WAY 

When routing the 

outside edge of a 

project, work in a 

counterclockwise 

direction so the bit 

pushes the router 

toward you rather 

than tugging it away. 

This makes the router 

safer to use and easier 

to control. Rout in a 

clockwise direction for 

any inside edges, such 

as picture frames.



LOOKING GLASS No 
need to splurge on a large, 
notice-me mirror when 
you can fashion your own 
frame from plywood. This 
mirror lends dimension 
and brightness to the space 
and brings welcome height 
when paired with short 
furniture, this photo. Routed 
edges and scalloped corners 
play as wall art by framing 
reflected objects. When 
paired with colorful decor, a 
natural wood stain prevents 
a bold mirror from stealing 
too much of the spotlight.

GIVE YOUR 

FRAME A WORN, 

WEATHERED LOOK 

BY APPLYING A 

GRAY STAIN AND 

THEN WIPING OFF 

THE EXCESS AFTER 

A FEW MINUTES. 
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A

how to make a framed mirror
MATERIALS

• Straightedge

• 81×45-inch sheet of ¾-inch birch 

plywood

• Measuring tape

• Round trash-can lid

• Drill and ½-inch spade bit 

• Jigsaw

• ½-inch cove router bit

• Router

• Sandpaper

• Cloth

• Wood stain

 • 66×30-inch mirror

• Mirror clips

Step 1 Pencil a 9-inch border around 

the plywood using a straightedge. 

Step 2 Create the scalloped detailing 

by measuring and marking 13 inches 

from each corner of the plywood 

in both directions. Position a round 

trash-can lid so it lines up with both 

corner markings, and trace around 

the lid with a pencil, stopping when 

you reach the border lines.

Step 3 To make it easier to start 

cutting out the frame’s center with 

your jigsaw, use a drill and ½-inch 

spade bit to create holes ¼ inch 

from the inside of the border line as 

well as at the corners of each scallop. 

Then saw along the lines, keeping 

the cut as straight as possible. 

Step 4 To create the frame’s inside 

edge detail, insert a ½-inch cove 

bit into your router, and set it to 

a ¾-inch depth. With the router’s 

baseplate flush against the mirror 

frame, gently move the bit toward 

and then along the inside of the 

frame in a clockwise direction using 

steady pressure.

Step 5 Sand any rough edges 

on the frame before applying 

a wood stain according to the 

manufacturer’s directions. 

Step 6 Arrange the mirror on the back 

of the frame so it overlaps the frame 

by 1½ inches on all sides. Secure by 

placing three mirror clips on the long 

sides of the mirror and two clips on 

the short sides (A).

FOR RESOURCES SEE PAGE 108.

Learn more at buildsomething.com/diy

Find inspiring ideas for home projects with  
step-by-step plans and helpful how-to videos 

YOU CAN Do It Yourself!

Turn your DIY dreams into reality!



This unassuming but 
adorable 1930s cottage in 

Waxahachie, Texas, merrily 
reflects the mind-set of its 
owners, who cherish old-
fashioned character and 

family heirlooms. 
WORDS SARAH WOLF  

PHOTOGRAPHS NATHAN SCHRODER   

FIELD EDITOR DONNA TALLEY 

1 The wall in Courtney 

and Joel Warren’s entry 

is sheathed in its original 

wide wood planks, treated 

with a fresh coat of white 

paint. 2 Courtney spied 

two vintage awnings on 

the curb on bulk trash 

day but was unable to lift 

them on her own. She 

resourcefully paid two 

teenage passersby $10 to 

load them into her car. 

One awning now crowns 

the front door outside, and 

the other stretches over 

the TV in the living room. 

3 Paint in a fresh-air blue 

revitalized the front door. 

4 The old porch sat on a 

crumbling foundation, so 

Joel and Courtney built 

a set of steps. The bigger 

landing gives the cottage a 

heightened presence. 

alabaster
SW7008, SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
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even festive mood cultivated inside the home. And 

that’s all by design. 

 “Our home is meant to create a warm and 

welcoming place to grow,” Courtney says. “Everywhere 

you look should showcase memories and highlight 

the people who live there and the people we love.” 

Courtney, an interior designer, and Joel, a pastor, 

have renovated five houses, including this one, and 

they always incorporate family heirlooms, sweet 

mementos, bits of history, and the occasional nod 

to Texas in their decor. Nearly every piece has a 

story attached, and many of them will make you 

go, “Awwww”: the antique buffet Courtney’s in-laws 

bought them as a Christmas present, the abundance 

of letter A’s in son Abe’s room (gifts from friends and 

family), and the pantry’s screen door, which was once 

attached to the front of the house. 

 “I like anything that’s different and unique, 

something you’re not just going to find in a big-box 

store,” Courtney says. “I also like to pair items with 

a history with new things—that ends up being 

more interesting and eclectic. I like to think my 

style is like my personality: a little bit country, a 

little bit rock ’n’ roll.” And a whole lot endearing!

Even from the curb, Joel and Courtney Warren’s Texas home seems  

to open its arms wide to those walking by. The arched door, diamond-

pane windows, and wide-plank porch are just a hint of the friendly, fun,  

2

3

4
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ey e - catcher
HORIZONTAL STRIPES 
ON THE LIVING ROOM 
CURTAINS ACT AS A 

DESIGN EXCLAMATION 
POINT—A GRAPHIC, 
MODERN ELEMENT  

AMID VINTAGE  
CHARMS.
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5 Because furnishings 

were collected over 

time, they don’t 

match—note the 

hutches flanking the 

windows—but they 

do complement and 

balance each other, a 

key distinction. “To have 

everything match seems 

artificial,” Courtney says. 

6 Courtney replaced an 

existing light fixture with 

this vintage-looking 

piece to keep with the 

home’s collected vibe. 

7 Courtney and Joel 

adored the age of the 

house when they first 

toured it, and they 

were intent on salvaging 

every last bit where 

they could. In the living 

room, Courtney left 

the chimney’s old  

brick exposed and 

trimmed either side with 

white-painted wood. 

8 As much as Courtney 

is drawn to items that 

show their age, she also 

has a glamorous streak. 

Faux-fur pillows and 

mercury glass contrast 

delightfully with more 

rustic items. 9 The old 

mantel and fireplace 

surround gave way 

to new (old) versions: 

panels salvaged from an 

old church surround the 

firebox, and a big hunk 

of rustic wood tops it.

PILING TWO THIN RUGS 

ON TOP OF HANDSOME 

HARDWOOD INTRODUCES 

COLOR, PATTERN, AND 

SOFTNESS TO A ROOM.

7

9

BRUSH UP ON YOUR FLEA  

MARKET KNOW-HOW AT 

BHG.COM/FLEAMARKETTIPS



10 Rather than hide the TV, Courtney created a vignette, 

situating a beloved buffet below and a vintage awning, 

found streetside, above. 11 Several pieces retained from 

childhood reside in their grown-up home. This small 

shelf is from Courtney’s bedroom—she painted it 

blue and a friend dressed it up with scalloped trim.  

12 As newlyweds, Courtney and Joel attended an auction 

with his parents and spied this antique buffet. “We just 

thought it was the most gorgeous thing, but we were 

so poor and it was $220,” Courtney says. Her in-laws 

gave it to the couple as a Christmas gift. “It was 

our first big piece of furniture.” 
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13 The hallway is a walk down 

memory lane. Among the 

keepsakes displayed in vintage 

frames and shadow boxes are 

clothes their newborn sons wore 

home from the hospital, Courtney’s 

wedding shoes, and a sheet of 

Joel’s schoolwork. A merry medley 

of frames—some black, some blue, 

some curvy, some new—keeps 

the display interesting. 14 This 

diminutive organ once belonged 

to a funeral home. “Because it’s 

so small, there are lots of places 

it can fit,” Courtney says. 15 The 

golden frame had nothing in its 

center when Courtney bought 

it. She had a mirror cut to fit the 

round opening, “which is not as 

easy as it sounds,” she says. 16 Fun 

(and authentic!) street markers, old 

advertisements, and commercial 

signs give the boys’ bathroom a 

playful punch. 17 A new sink with 

an exposed basin could pass for 

vintage cast iron, thanks to a coat 

of black paint on its underbelly. 

ONE OF COURTNEY’S 

GARAGE SALE 

FAVORITES? OLD 

BOOKS. SHE LIKES 

TO BUNDLE A SMALL 

STACK WITH TWINE 

FOR AN EASY  

LITERARY ACCENT.
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18 The arched screen door 

once hung at the front door 

(the Warrens even left the 

house numbers on) but 

now admits people into 

the pantry. “We planned 

the entire pantry around 

this door, because—

priorities!” Courtney says. 

19 The café curtains are 

actually striped dish towels 

attached to curtain clips and 

strung on a curtain rod.

20 The island is new—built 

to Courtney’s specifications 

by a cabinet company. 

Woodworker Paul Burton 

customized the sides 

with painted and stained 

boards arranged in a 

chevron pattern. 21 This 

small hutch was crafted 

out of weathered wood 

and a salvaged window. 

22 Wood planks attached to 

pipes and connected with 

flanges and pipe fittings set a 

rustic-meets-industrial tone. 

say  what?
A SMATTERING OF  

THE LETTER W—ALL IN 
WHITE AND STANDING FOR 
WARREN—DANCES ALONG 

THE BREAKFAST ROOM WALL. 
FAMILY HEIRLOOMS AND 

SIGNAGE ARE COURTNEY’S 
DECORATING GO-TOS. 
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23 The Warrens filled in a doorway with subway tile, shelves, and a hanging lantern 

to house an out-of-the-way desk. 24 Courtney moved this chandelier from the 

dining room to the breakfast room. 25 The shelf above the window is an old skinny 

door, which the Warrens repurposed to showcase beautiful but fragile pieces. 

“I wanted to display items that aren’t really practical for everyday use with young 

kids,” Courtney says. 26 Corbels, attached to the trim with screws, add a dose of 

antique character in the doorway between the kitchen and breakfast room.
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27 Courtney loves framing old family photos for a vintage vibe in any room. If you don’t have photos suited to your 

room’s theme, print images from the Internet (be sure they’re copyright-free), and slip them into a display. You don’t 

have to know the people in the picture—just search for images that match your desired style, subject, and era. 

28 Framed memorabilia showcase the Warren family’s athletic legacy in 10-year-old Judah’s room: dad Joel’s 

childhood basketball jersey and grandfather Bob Gehring’s high school letter are among the items on display. 

29 Sheer red café curtains are draped with vintage felt pennants—a fortuitous eBay find—to carry on the sports theme. 

LETTERS AND 

NUMBERS TO 

PILLOWS TO 

IMITATE SPORTS 

JERSEYS. MAKE 

YOUR OWN WITH 

FUSIBLE WEBBING 

AND A FAVE 

FABRIC, OR BUY 

DECALS READY 

TO APPLY.

27

29

stad i um  s eat ing
JUDAH CAN SIT IN HIS 

OWN ROOM AND FEEL LIKE 
HE’S IN THE STANDS AT A 
GAME. COURTNEY FOUND 
THIS VINTAGE STADIUM 

SEAT AT A LOCAL GARAGE 
SALE FOR $40. 

28



32 “I had already painted the vanity when I found the mirror at the 

Canton [Texas] flea market,” Courtney says. “I thought it was meant to 

be because there is no chance you’d find that same obscure color on 

both!” 33 Courtney commissioned a carpenter to construct a vanity 

to resemble an old washstand. The above-counter sink was situated 

on one side to allow a wide swath of counter space on the other. 

30 In the master 

bedroom, Courtney 

kept the ceiling its 

original finish to 

preserve both its rustic 

appearance and its 

history. “You can see 

the nails that were 

hammered by hand,” 

she says. “In one 

place, you can see the 

handprint of the man 

who laid the boards. 

We love it.” 31 The 

stately bed started out 

as an intricately carved 

door. Courtney loved 

it so much that she 

had a carpenter build 

it into a bed. It still has 

the original keyhole!

wythe blue
HC-143, BENJAMIN MOORE
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FOR RESOURCES SEE PAGE 108.
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CUT CORNERS Two 
bookcases wrap around 
the corner to host 
tableware and collectibles 
in this dining room, 
left. Before assembling 
the bookcases, adhere 
paintable wallpaper to 
the back panels and let 
dry for 24 hours before 
applying two coats 
of latex paint in your 
desired color. Remove 
bookcase tops and trim 
wallpaper to eliminate 
any overhang. Coat the 
bookcase frames, tops, 
and shelves, as well as 
separate crown molding, 
with chalk-finish 
paint. Once dry, sand 
the surfaces to create 
a distressed look, and 
seal with polyurethane. 
After letting cure for one 
week, assemble the two 
bookcases, arranging 
them perpendicular to 
each other so the side 
of one bookcase is flush 
with the other’s front. 
Connect the adjacent legs 
with a screw, then secure 
the bookcases to the 
wall with L brackets. To 
apply the crown molding, 
measure the perimeter of 
the joined bookcases, and 
cut the crown molding 
to fit with 45-degree 
miter cuts. Attach 
molding with pin nails.

PAINTABLE 

TEXTURED 

WALLPAPER 

DRESSES UP 

OPEN SPACES.

ENSURE THE CONNECTING 

SCREW IS LONG ENOUGH TO PASS 

THROUGH THE FIRST LEG AND 

INTO THE SECOND. DRILL A PILOT 

HOLE TO PREVENT SPLITTING.

IT’S THE SAME 

BOOKCASE 

FOR ALL FOUR 

PROJECTS! 

Hemnes 
Bookcase, $149; 

ikea.com
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B CA

MATERIALS

• Drop cloth

• Small paint roller 

• White latex paint

• White tissue paper

• Metallic chalk-finish paint (We used 

American Paint Co.’s Metallix in 

Champagne.)

• Shallow dish

• Rag

Step 1 Place the bookcase’s back panel 

on a drop cloth, then paint it white using 

a roller. While paint is still wet, lay a sheet 

of tissue paper on the panel, scrunching 

and maneuvering the paper until you 

reach your desired amount of texture (A). 

Step 2 Continue adding tissue paper 

until the panel is covered. Top the tissue 

paper with another coat of white paint 

(B), and let dry for 24 hours.

Step 3 Once dry, pour metallic chalk-

finish paint into a shallow dish. Dip a 

rag into the paint to get a small dab 

of color, then gently rub it on the 

panel, allowing paint to settle against 

the texture (C). Continue adding paint 

until you reach your desired look. 

Let dry for 24 hours before attaching 

panel to the bookcase. 

how to make tissue-paper texture

IN GOOD SPIRITS Gather glasses and 
bottles of wine, liquor, and mixers in this 
boozy bookcase, opposite. Install one 
shelf in the middle of the bookcase and 
one about 12 inches from the bottom. 
Make nonparallel 45-degree miter cuts 
to the short ends of one of the extra 
shelves and angle it inside the bookcase, 
using screws to secure one end to the 
middle shelf and the other to the unit’s 
side. For the shorter diagonal divider, cut 
another shelf to your desired length and 
make a 45-degree miter cut to one short 
end. Position this shelf perpendicular 
to the angled shelf, with the mitered 
end resting against the side of the 
bookcase. Secure with screws. Repeat to 
create dividers for the unit’s lower half, 
angling the longest piece in the opposite 
direction from the top half. Cover shelves 
with adhesive cork, far left, to prevent 
items from shifting, and install stemware 
holders to the underside of the shelf, left.



ANCHOR YOUR BEVERAGE 

STATION WITH L BRACKETS 

TO STOP IT FROM TIPPING. 

BEFORE FIRING UP THE SAW, ENSURE CUBBIES 

ARE LARGE ENOUGH TO HOUSE ALL YOUR 

BEVERAGE STATION MUST-HAVES BY THINKING 

THROUGH THE ITEMS YOU’LL STORE AND 

WHERE YOU’LL STASH THEM.



OPEN SOURCE Craft 
a stylish entryway 
catchall to collect 
boots, bags, and dog 
leashes for grab-and-go 
ease, this photo. First 
determine your shelf 
layout, ensuring that the 
shelves will line up with 
the bookcase’s predrilled 
holes. (We secured a 
shelf in the middle of 
the bookcase and then 
spaced the remaining 
shelves about 12 inches 
apart.) To create dividers 
and shorter shelves, cut 
sections equal to the 
vertical spacing between 
shelves. Screw the 
divider to the end of the 
shortened shelf, then 
install the connected 
pieces inside the 
bookcase. Repeat with 
remaining shelves. (To 
create the grid shown 
here, we purchased 
additional shelving to 
cut for dividers.)

SPOTLIGHT STORED ITEMS WITH A 

LIGHT INTERIOR AND DARK EXTERIOR 

PAINT SCHEME. A LACQUER FINISH 

ADDS EXTRA SHINE.
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ATTENTION TO DETAIL Put the sides of your storage unit 
to work by adding a hook for jackets, scarves, and umbrellas, 
above. Determine the location of your hook, placing it low to 
give children access or high for adult usage. Before drilling 
a hole, install a wood block on the inside of the bookcase 
to support the screw, making sure the block isn’t so bulky 
that it’s visible beyond the edge of the frame (A). 

“ALTHOUGH THIS 
STORAGE SOLUTION 
IS OPEN AND EXPOSED, 
IT’S STILL ATTRACTIVE 
AND ORGANIZED 
THANKS TO BASKETS 
AND BINS.”
CATHY KRAMER, PROJECT PRODUCER

THIS LUXE TWO-TIER 

HOOK ADDS EXTRA 

FUNCTION BY ALLOWING 

YOU TO HANG SCARVES 

FROM BOTH THE KNOB 

AND THE HOOK.

A

fancy  cut
ADD INTEREST TO 

YOUR STORAGE UNIT 
BY ACCENTING SHELF 
EDGES WITH A ¼-INCH 

BEVEL CUT BEFORE 
INSTALLATION. 
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SUPPORTING PART

Determine whether you want 
a table- or counter-height desk 
and choose your decorative leg 
length accordingly, opposite. 
Using wood screws, secure to 
wall studs a support board 
that spans the length of the 
shelf-turned-desktop at your 
desired height minus the 
desktop’s thickness. (The top 
of the support should be even 
with the top of the leg.) Attach 
a second desktop support to the 
side of the bookcase. Conceal the 
hardware by starting the screws 
inside the unit. To attach the 
leg, flip over the desktop and 
position the top of the leg 
2 inches in from the corner. 
Screw in place diagonally 
through the leg and into the 
desktop. Turn the desktop right 
side up and set it on top of 
the supports, left. Secure with 
screws, drilling upward from 
the bottom of the support.

HIT PRINT! DOWNLOAD 

POCKET PATTERNS  

AT BHG.COM/FELTPOCKET 

A

CUTTING A NOTCH IN 

THE WORK SURFACE TO 

ACCOMMODATE THE 

BOOKCASE FRAME. 

FOR RESOURCES SEE PAGE 108.

PICK POCKET Stash and stow documents in 
style with these cozy felt pockets, left. First decide 
what size pocket you want based on your storage 
needs, then purchase a weighty 3-millimeter-thick 
felt (craft felt won’t support the weight of files and 
folders). Pin the downloaded pocket pattern to 
the felt before cutting it out (A). Fold the straight 
flap toward the middle to create the bottom of 
the pocket, then fold in the left and right curved 
flaps. Using a needle and embroidery floss, secure 
all three flaps together by forming an X using an 
embroidery backstitch. Insert a grommet (or two 
depending on size of pocket) near the top of the 
pocket with a grommet tool. Hang pockets from 
flat surfaces using Command hooks.



DESK JOB A petite storage-desk combo works when offi  ce space 
is scarce. Smart organization and a consistent color scheme of gray 
and brass keep this open storage from looking cluttered. Pendant 
lighting brings brightness without taking up limited surface space, 
and the decorative desk leg adds a subtle dash of color.

PURCHASING NAILHEAD TRIM ON A ROLL 

MAKES INSTALLATION EASY. SIMPLY TAP THE 

NAILS INTO THE WOOD WITH A RUBBER 

MALLET, THEN ADD FINISHING NAILS INTO 

THE TRIM’S PREDRILLED HOLES.

Felt Fun!
USE CODE 

“DIYMAG2017” TO 

GET 10% OFF YOUR 

FELT ORDER OF 

$75 OR MORE! 

THEFELTSTORE.COM



No need to tear down a barn this weekend.
These projects made with new wood products look so 
convincing, everyone will think they’re the real deal.

PROJECTS + WORDS  PAMELA S. PORTER  PHOTOGRAPHS JAY WILDE 
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WEATHERED TO PERFECTION New wood planks 
prefinished to look old are safe and easy for everyday 
surfaces. To make a tabletop, cut plywood to desired size. Cut 
planks of Timeline Skinnies (available at Home Depot) to fit in a 
herringbone pattern, left. We used a power miter saw to cut 45-degree 
angles. Attach planks to plywood using an air gun and brads or wood 
glue. For trim, cut 1×2 birch strips to fit around the perimeter of the 
table, mitering at the corners. Stain trim and let dry. Cut ¾-inch cleats 
to fit under the tabletop and screw to plywood. Attach trim to cleats 
(so trim is flush with the tabletop) using wood glue or countersunk 
screws. Attach hairpin legs at the underside of each corner.

A PAPER TRAIL Textured wallpaper is a low-fuss 
alternative to hanging planks on an accent wall, this 
photo. To install, make sure the wall is clean and dry. 
Measure wall height and add 4 inches to allow for 
trimming waste at the top and bottom. Choose an 
appropriate wallpaper paste and read instructions 
carefully. (Our paper required a paste suitable for 
nonwoven paper and was applied to the wall rather 
than to the paper.) Start at a top corner of the room 
and use a level to mark a vertical reference line. 
Working in manageable sections, apply the paper 
to the wall along your line and smooth using a 
paperhanger’s brush. Carefully trim excess at top and 
bottom and continue with the next strip.



SLUMBER LUMBER 

Various surfaces, 
including vinyl 
photography backdrops 
and fabrics, offer printed 
images of salvaged wood 
in seemingly endless 
color combinations. 
To make a wood-look 
pillow, right, cut fabric to 
desired pillow size, and 
with right sides together, 
machine-stitch around 
the perimeter, leaving 
an opening for turning. 
Turn right side out, insert 
pillow form, and hand-
stitch opening closed. 

SILVER LINING Give a basic serving tray 
a rustic touch with wood-inspired contact 
paper, above. Clean inside surface of the 
tray and measure. If contact paper has a 
grid on the backing, cut to fit using the 
guides. If it lacks guides, mark the back of 
the paper to size and cut. Peel backing from 
one edge and adhere the paper to the inside 
bottom of the tray. Slowly peel backing 
in manageable lengths, pressing and 
smoothing the paper to the tray at the 
same time until complete. 

how to make  
a headboard

Step 1 Gather materials (A). Using kraft 

paper large enough for your headboard 

pattern (you may need to tape two or 

more lengths of paper together), fold 

paper in half widthwise. Draw half of a 

headboard shape, then cut out through 

both layers of paper (B). Unfold to reveal 

a symmetrical headboard pattern. 

Step 2 Dry-fit planks on MDF that’s 

larger than your pattern. Following 

manufacturer’s instructions, peel backing 

strips from the top plank and place on 

the MDF, pressing firmly with a J roller or 

your hands. Repeat with all planks until 

complete. 

Step 3 Place kraft pattern on top of planks 

and trace (C). Use a jigsaw to cut along 

marking. Sand the cut edge, then wipe 

with a tack cloth. Stain or paint edge as 

desired (D), and mount the headboard 

on a wall using a French cleat. 

MATERIALS

•  Kraft paper

• Marker

• Wood planks (We 

used Stikwood 

Plankprints.)

• Medium-density 

fiberboard (MDF) or 

plywood

• J roller (optional)

• Jigsaw

• Low-grit sandpaper

• Tack cloth

• Stain and 

staining cloth

• French cleat

C D

A B
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TAKING SHAPE Crafting a statement piece like this headboard is a 
snap with peel-and-stick Stikwood planks, prefinished with a subtle 
design that looks timeworn and faded, this photo. Knots, pronounced 
wood grain, and a specialized finish give boards character that rivals 
authentic aged barnwood.

SEE HOW TO GET THE LOOK  

OF REAL BARNWOOD AT  

BHG.COM/DIYBARNWOOD 
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CREATE EASY (AND 

LIGHTWEIGHT) 

ART BY WRAPPING 

BARNWOOD-

PRINTED VINYL 

AROUND A CANVAS 

FRAME. GIVE IT A 

go  faux
REPRODUCED WOOD 
PRODUCTS OFFER AN 

IRRESISTIBLE PATINA WITH 
A FINISH THAT’S NONTOXIC 

AND LEAD-FREE. NOT TO 
MENTION FREE OF THE 
SPLINTERS, NAILS, AND 
WARPING THAT OFTEN 
COME WITH AUTHENTIC 

OLD WOOD. 

KNOCK ON WOOD No saw 
required to reface these drawer 
fronts—scissors will do the trick, 
this photo. Simply remove drawers 
from dresser, then remove knobs. 
Clean and measure drawer fronts. 
Cut contact paper to fit using the 
grid printed on the back of the 
paper. If no grid, mark the back 
of the paper to size and cut. Pull 
off the first few inches of backing 
and adhere the paper to the drawer 
front, matching the corners and 
ensuring all is straight. Slowly 
pull away backing, pressing and 
smoothing paper to the drawer 
front as you go. Find existing holes 
for knobs and use a crafts knife 
to cut through the contact paper. 
Install knobs and replace drawers.

FOR RESOURCES SEE PAGE 108.



TO THE LETTER Easily age a wood letter, above. Place printed vinyl or 
fabric right side down on a work surface. Place letter right side down, trace, 
and cut out. Spray adhesive on the letter’s front and apply vinyl or fabric, 
pressing smooth with hands. Let dry. Paint edges of letter if desired.

DRAWERS, BUT FOR AN OVERLAY STYLE, 

WRAP PAPER AROUND THE 

DRAWER EDGES. 

WHAT WE USED
Achieve the look of reclaimed wood by 
trying these alternatives that are often 
more affordable—and easier to find—

than the real thing.

1. Made from reclaimed 

and sustainable woods 

sourced from U.S. 

locations, Stikwood planks 

off er eff ortless peel-

and-stick application in a 

wide variety of colors and 

fi nishes. Victoria Plankprint, 

$16 per square foot; 

stikwood.com

2. Timeline creates 

reclaimed-looking planks 

on new sustainable 

lumber using water-base 

and low VOC materials. 

Timeline Skinnies start 

at $4 per square foot; 

wayfair.com

3. DC Fix self-adhesive fi lm 

(think contact paper) is an 

easy stick. Rustic (346-

0478), $6 per 18×78-inch 

roll; amazon.com

4. We used Brushed Wood 

in Ash wallpaper from 

Walls Republic (no longer 

available). Look for similar 

white wood designs such 

as White Timberland and 

White Vintage. Wallpaper 

starts at $89 per 21-inch 

by 33-foot roll; 

wallsrepublic.com

5. Wall Pops off ers a 

wide variety of designs. 

Beachwood Peel and Stick 

NuWallpaper, $50 per 

201⁄2-inch by 18-foot roll; 

wallpops.com

6. Search wood plank 

backdrops on Etsy. 

BestBackdropCenter has 

more than 300 designs. 

Whitewashed wood vinyl 

backdrop, $21 for 4×5 feet; 

bestbackdropcenter.etsy.com

1

2

3

4

5

6



Calling all weekend warriors! Time may be tight, 
but you can make the most of your 48 hours 

with these quick and easy makeovers. 
PROJECTS CATHY KRAMER   PHOTOGRAPHS JAY WILDE 

WORDS HEIDI PALKOVIC

FAST REFRESH

BASKET AND ADD A LIGHT 

KIT TO MAKE A HANGING 

BEDSIDE LIGHT.

STRETCH BANDS OF 

DECORATIVE ELASTIC 

ACROSS THROW PILLOWS 

FOR A QUICK ACCENT.
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B

CHALK TALK Since it 
dries quickly, chalk-
finish paint (A) is 
the ideal choice for a 
time-sensitive makeover. 
Applying multiple 
coats—even with full 
drying time—is totally 
doable. To give the 
metal headboard a 
distressed look (B), sand 
the paint with a foam 
sanding sponge, then 
seal with water-base 
polyurethane.

A

ONLY REQUIRES A NAIL 

THROUGH EVERY FIFTH 

HEAD TO HOLD IT IN PLACE.

BEDROOM  
REDO

NAIL THE LOOK OF 

NAILHEAD TRIM.  

BHG.COM/NAILHEADTRIM

1:00–1:30 PM

ADD 

NAILHEAD 

TRIM TO 

TABLE

10:00 AM

ASSEMBLE 

LIGHT

2:30–4:30 PM

APPLY SECOND 

COAT TO 

HEADBOARD

8:30–9:00 AM

DISTRESS 

AND SEAL 

HEADBOARD

11:00 AM

APPLY 

SECOND 

COAT OF 

SEALANT TO 

HEADBOARD3:00 PM

HANG LIGHT

FROM CEILING 

HOOK

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

8:30–11:00 AM

CLEAN 

AND PAINT 

HEADBOARD



EMBOSSED PVC TRIM 

PIECES HAVE THE LOOK 

OF BARNWOOD THANKS 

TO A COAT OF CHALK-

FINISH PAINT AND A 

QUICK SANDING.

A FLEA MARKET TABLE 

GETS A NEW LOOK AFTER 

A FEW FRESH COATS OF 

LATEX PAINT.
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LEAVE A MESSAGE Create a customized command center to keep your 
family on track, opposite. You can mix and match the size of the board and 
the sections—magnetic metal, dry erase, chalkboard, and cork—as you 
see fit. Our message board requires a 28∏×42-inch piece of ¼-inch-thick 
plywood for the base, a 14×42-inch piece of metal sheeting, a 12-inch-square 
cork tile, dry-erase paint, chalkboard paint, and 1×2 PVC embossed exterior 
trim (A). Use spray adhesive to attach the cork and pin nails to attach the 
metal sheeting to the plywood. Paint one 12-inch square with chalkboard 
paint and another with latex paint left over from the desk project. After the 
paint is dry, brush clear dry-erase coating over the latex paint and let dry. 
Finish the sections with trim boards, mitering the outside corners. Glue the 
trim to the plywood with construction adhesive. Coat the trim with chalk-
finish paint, and when dry, sand to allow some of the white to show, above.  

ENTRY  
UPGRADE

8:30 AM

SAND & PRIME 

TABLE

10:30–11:30 AM

ASSEMBLE  

& PAINT  

MESSAGE 

BOARD BASE

10:30–11:00 AM

ADD TRIM 

TO MESSAGE 

BOARD

12:30–2:30 PM

PAINT TABLE 

& MESSAGE 

BOARD

8:30 AM

APPLY FINAL 

COAT TO 

TABLE

2:00 PM

PAINT 

MESSAGE

BOARD TRIM

2:30-3:30 PM

PAINT VASE  

& BASKETS

A

SATURDAY

SUNDAY



TOUCH OF GLASS Round out your weekend makeover by 
embellishing glass vases with painted stripes, this photo. 
Clean vases with soapy water and wipe with a soft dry cloth 
before beginning. Mask off bands around the bottom of each 
vase with painters tape, then apply glass paint. 
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BASKET CASE Tame outdoor gear, scarves, and other drop-zone clutter in baskets 
livened up with bands of color, above. Mask off wide and narrow areas with 
painters tape, using the woven rows as a guide. For best results, choose a stiff 
narrow paintbrush for pushing the chalk-finish paint (A) into the nooks and 
crannies of the weaving. Apply additional coats of paint as needed for full coverage.

A

bottom s  u p
TURN BASKETS  

UPSIDE DOWN TO  
PAINT THE BOTTOM  

PORTION. IF HANDLES ARE 
IN THE WAY, PLACE THE 

BASKET OVER AN  
EMPTY BOX TO  
ELEVATE IT. 

FOR RESOURCES SEE PAGE 108.
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RESOURCES

Here’s where to find building materials, furnishings, and accessories shown in  

Do It Yourself™ magazine. We cannot guarantee the availability of items or services.
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IN THE DIGITAL EDITION 

OF THIS ISSUE. 
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ON THE COVER

Wall paint Ibis White SW7000—The 
Sherwin-Williams Co.; 800/474-3794;  
sherwin-williams.com [P]. Pillow— 
Anthropologie; 800/309-2500; anthropologie 
.com. Screws for artwork Stainless-Steel 
Wall Mount Glass Standoff Holder Screw 
Nails—Uxcell; amazon.com, search: Uxcell. 
Rug—Urban Outfitters; 800/282-2200; 
urbanoutfitters.com. White basket—Target 
Stores; 800/800-8800; target.com (product 
line varies). Brass lamp—homeowners’  
collection. Plexiglas—Lowe’s; lowes.com. 
Paint for side table Napoleonic Blue and 
Henrietta Chalk Paint—Annie Sloan, New 
Orleans; 504/309-4454; anniesloan.com.

TRY IT: PRECIOUS METALS

PAGES 8–15
White vase—West Elm; 866/428-6468; 
westelm.com (product line varies). Black-
frame mirror, wood frame for silver leaf 
adhesive pen project, deer head, desk lamp, 
folding stool—HomeGoods; 800/614-4663; 
homegoods.com (product line varies). Floating 

shelves, giraffe figure, black metal chair—
Target Stores; 800/800-8800; target.com  
(product line varies). Metallic sheets Old 
World, adhesive, sealer, liquid metallic 
Brush-N-Leaf, metallic finish Rub-N-Buff, 
hand and brush cleaner EZ Air cleaning 
towels, wood panel for artwork Blick Studio—
Blick Art Materials; 800/828-4548;  
dickblick.com. Metallic sheets Mona Lisa, 
adhesive—ArtSupply.Com, Los Angeles 
and Chicago; 424/341-4127; artsupply.com. 
Dinosaur toy for project, elephants on shelf—
World Market; 877/967-5362;  
worldmarket.com.

WHAT TO DO WITH: PROJECT  

PANELS

PAGES 24–27
Pages 24–25
Artwork at center Spots in coral and 
turquoise, artwork, above left, in blue frame 
Ciao Bella in Blush—Minted; 888/828-6468; 
minted.com. Print at bottom center You 
Wonderful Thing by Shop Hooray Today, 
Happy Just Because card—Ephemera Design, 
Des Moines; 515/974-6932; ephemeradesign 
.com. Butterfly print The Moths—The Land 
of Nod; 800/933-9904; landofnod.com. Blue 
frame paint Hale Navy, green shelf paint 
Ming Jade—Benjamin Moore; 855/724-6802; 
benjaminmoore.com [P]. Clock fabric Meadow 
Savanna Glow in Mint by Leah Duncan—
Hawthorne Threads; hawthornethreads 
.com. Clock hardware—Michaels Stores, 
Inc.; michaels.com. Felt air plants—The Felt 
Flower Shop; thefeltflowershop.etsy.com. 
Sconce Isaac Sconce Brass, Short Arm—
Schoolhouse Electric Co.; 800/630-7113; 
schoolhouseelectric.com.  

Pages 26–27
Door paint Hale Navy—Benjamin Moore; 
855/724-6802; benjaminmoore.com [P].  
Wall Paint Dishy Coral SW 6598—The 
Sherwin-Williams Co.; 800/474-3794; 
sherwin-williams.com [P]. Rug Fair Isle 
Swedish Blue/Ivory cotton woven rug— 
Dash & Albert, an Annie Selke company; 
800/658-5035; annieselke.com. Barstools 
Aeon Industrial Classic Galaxy 26-inch  
in white—Wayfair; 877/929-3247;  
wayfair.com. Coat rack, corkboard rail 
Straight and Narrow Cork Rail, white rail 
with pegs White Straight and Narrow Peg 
Rail—The Land of Nod; 800/933-9904; 
landofnod.com. Label-holding frame similar 
available—Van Dyke’s Restorers; 800/787-
3355; vandykes.com. Blue alarm clock—
Kikkerland Design, Inc.; kikkerland.com. 
Coat rack Samuelson—Schoolhouse Electric 
Co.; 800/630-7113; schoolhouseelectric.com. 
Pouch fabric Meadow in Gentle Breeze and 
Beige by Leah Duncan—Hawthorne Threads; 
hawthornethreads.com. Round basket Laguna 
Sea Grass Basket in Juice—Serena & Lily, 
Inc.; 866/597-2742; serenaandlily.com. 

STYLE BY THE AISLE

PAGES 28–34
Pages 28–31
Wall paint White Flour—The Sherwin-
Williams Co.; 800/474-3794; sherwin-
williams.com [P]. Electrical boxes—Habitat 
for Humanity ReStore; habitat.org. Paint for 
electrical boxes Hotel Vanilla—The Valspar 
Corp.; 800/845-9061; valsparpaint.com [P]. 
Plumber’s wrap tape, LED bulb, galvanized 
steel wire—visit local hardware stores. Cord 
kit for light Hemma in white—IKEA;  

[P] Paint Color Because of the magazine 

printing process, paint colors depicted on 

our pages might vary slightly from 

manufacturers’ colors. Use paint color 

names or numbers, when provided, as a 

starting point. To get a color as it appears in 

the magazine, take the page to a paint 

retailer for matching.

[T] To the Trade Contact a design 

professional to find more information about 

this product or service.
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ikea-usa.com. Metallic gold spray paint—
Rust-Oleum; 877/385-8155; rustoleum.com.  
Sofa Josephine, side table Valerio Large Barrel 
end table with weave and removable glass 
top—Wayfair; 877/929-3247; wayfair.com.  
Pillows similar items available—World 
Market; 877/967-5362; worldmarket.com.
Pages 32–33
Wainscot paint Spring Sky, wall paint Iced 
Green—Benjamin Moore; 855/724-6802;  
benjaminmoore.com [P]. Aluminum sheeting 
for wastebasket, adhesive Loctite Go2Gel—
The Home Depot; homedepot.com (product 
line varies). Ceiling medallion Beaumont 
medallion by Fypon—BuyFypon.com; 
888/702-8948; buyfypon.com. White chest 
Hemnes—IKEA; ikea-usa.com. Aluminum 
sheeting Union Jack, adhesive Loctite 
Go2Gel—Lowe’s; lowes.com. Paint for white 
shelf Ultra Cover Gloss White spray paint, 
paint for pipe shelf brackets Metallic gold 
spray paint—Rust-Oleum; 877/385-8155; 
rustoleum.com [P]. Bench with baskets similar 
available—Kirkland’s, Inc.; 877/208-6668; 
kirklands.com. Rug—Marshalls; 800/627-
7425; marshallsonline.com (product line 
varies). Artificial floor plant—T.J. Maxx; 
800/285-6299; tjmaxx.com (product line 
varies). Framed artwork—HomeGoods; 
800/614-4663; homegoods.com (product  
line varies). 

GOOD TASTE GIFTS

PAGES 46–53
Page 46, 47 (bottom)
Grill utensils Schmidt Bros. four-piece 
set—Bed Bath & Beyond; 800/462-3966; 
bedbathandbeyond.com (product line varies). 
2 mm leather cord sold in 25-foot roll—
Konmay; amazon.com, search: Konmay 2 mm 
leather. 
Page 47 (top)
Dyed agate gems Dyed Natural Agate half-
round cabochons—Panda Hall; pandahall 
.com. ¼×1/16-inch rare earth magnets—
K&J Magnets, Inc.; kjmagnetics.com. Small 
cardboard gift box, glitter spray Krylon—
Michaels Stores, Inc.; michaels.com.
Page 48
French rolling pin for muddlers by Le 
Creuset—through Wayfair; 877/929-3247; 
wayfair.com. Acrylic paint Dazzling Metallics 
by DecoArt—through Jo-Ann Stores; 
888/739-4120; joann.com. Oil and cream for 
finishing by Boos Block—through Bed Bath 
& Beyond; 800/462-3966; bedbathandbeyond 
.com (product line varies). 
Page 49
Zinc growing trays—Jamali Floral and 
Garden Supplies, Inc.; jamaligarden.com. 
Hydroponic felt Biostrate, microgreens 
seeds—GrowingMicrogreens.com, Salt Lake 
City; 801/491-8710; growingmicrogreens.com. 
Black acrylic sheet—Falken Design;  
amazon.com, search: Falken Design  
acrylic sheet. Litmus paper—Learning 
Resources, amazon.com, search: Learning 

Resources litmus paper. 
Page 50
Slate coasters eight-piece set—Juvale; amazon 
.com, search: Juvale Slate Coasters. White 
transfer paper by Craft Smart—Michaels 
Stores, Inc.; michaels.com. Markers Premium 
Metallic oil-based paint markers by 
DecoColor—Jo-Ann Stores; 888/739-4120; 
joann.com. 
Page 51
Aprons Tyvek apron in white, sold in set of 
10—DuPont; amazon.com, search DuPont 
Tyvek aprons.
Page 52
High-density industrial felt 4.7 mm  
felt—Mood Fabrics; 855/630-6663; 
moodfabrics.com. 
Page 53
Wood squares Baby Wood square 
blocks—Woodpecker; amazon.com, search: 
Woodpecker wooden cubes. Xylene marker—
Chartpak; amazon.com, search: Chartpak 
xylene. Glass jar with cork stopper—Hobby 
Lobby; 800/323-9204; hobbylobby.com. 

GOING GLOBAL

PAGES 54–61
Pages 54–57
Largest rug Sahara, pink pillow, both 
the Threshold collection—Target Stores; 
800/800-8800; target.com (product line 
varies). Rug covering sofa cushion Maude 
Triangle Woven Rug—Urban Outfitters; 
800/282-2200; urbanoutfitters.com. Table 
vintage slat bench, sofa—homeowners’ 
collection. Planter vintage Bullet planter, 
similar available as Iris planter plus stand—
West Elm; 866/428-6468; westelm.com 
(product line varies). Graphic pillow Pepeck 
Kilim, similar items available, fur pillow Faux 
Fur by Plum and Bow—Urban Outfitters; 
800/282-2200; urbanoutfitters.com.
Pages 58–59
Wall paint Isle of Pines SW 6461—The 
Sherwin-Williams Co.; 800/474-3794; 
sherwin-williams.com [P]. Headboard vintage 
Jenny Lind—homeowners’ collection. 
Suzani tapestry on wall—Black Fig Designs; 
blackfigdesigns.com. Bedcover Linen Blend 
duvet cover and shams from the Assembly 
Home collection—Urban Outfitters; 
800/282-2200; urbanoutfitters.com. 
Pages 60–61
Wall paint Meditative SW 6227—The 
Sherwin-Williams Co.; 800/474-3794; 
sherwin-williams.com [P]. Butterfly chair, 
frame and white cover, black chair cover—
Unique Contemporary Solutions, Ltd., 
847/925-9905; uniquecontemporarysolutions 
.com. Striped rug Catamaran Stripe in 
Graphite and White, jute rug similar 
available as Twiggy Natural woven wool/
jute rug—Dash & Albert, an Annie Selke 
company; 800/658-5035; annieselke.com. 
Mudcloth on curtain panels White Mudcloth 
with Mini Arrow print—Morrissey Fabric; 
morrisseyfabric.etsy.com. Two black-and-

white rugs for floor cushion project Marina 
accent rug from the Threshold collection—
Target Stores; 800/800-8800; target.com 
(product line varies). Gray floor cushion 
Magical Thinking Hudson oversize tassel 
pillow, patterned round floor cushion Adar 
floor pillow—Urban Outfitters; 800/282-
2200; urbanoutfitters.com. 

50 YEARS & STILL FABULOUS

PAGES 63–71
Pages 64–65
Wall paint Starry Night SW 6540—The 
Sherwin-Williams Co.; 800/474-3794; 
sherwin-williams.com [P]. Coverlet, jewelry 
box—Anthropologie; 800/309-2500; 
anthropologie.com. Blue Euro shams—West 
Elm; 866/428-6468; westelm.com (product 
line varies). Pillowcases, gold lamp base, 
small striped vase—Target Stores; 800/800-
8800; target.com (product line varies). Gold 
side table—Wayfair; 877/929-3247; wayfair 
.com. Rug—Urban Outfitters; 800/282-2200; 
urbanoutfitters.com. Throw blanket—World 
Market; 877/967-5362; worldmarket.com. 
Fabric medium to set dye Jacquard Textile 
Color Fabric Paint and Clear Extender— 
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc.; walmart.com. 
Pages 68–69
Paints Pure White and Henrietta Chalk 
Paint—Annie Sloan, New Orleans; 504/309-
4454; anniesloan.com.
Pages 70–71
Wall paint Ibis White SW 7000—The 
Sherwin-Williams Co.; 800/474-3794; 
sherwin-williams.com [P]. Pillow—
Anthropologie; 800/309-2500; anthropologie 
.com. Screws for artwork Stainless-Steel 
Wall Mount Glass Standoff Holder Screw 
Nails—Uxcell; amazon.com, search: Uxcell. 
Rug—Urban Outfitters; 800/282-2200; 
urbanoutfitters.com. White basket—Target 
Stores; 800/800-8800; target.com (product 
line varies). Brass lamp—homeowners’ 
collection. Plexiglas—Lowe’s; lowes.com. 
Paint for side table Napoleonic Blue and 
Henrietta Chalk Paint—Annie Sloan, New 
Orleans; 504/309-4454; anniesloan.com.

A CUT ABOVE

PAGES 72–77
Pages 72–73
Wall paint Briny SW 6775—The Sherwin-
Williams Co.; 800/474-3794; sherwin-
williams.com [P]. Buffet vintage—Rescued 
Junk; rescuedjunk.com. Vase, drinking 
glasses—HomeGoods; 800/614-4663; 
homegoods.com (product line varies). Glass 
jar with lid, man on bike, wood tray—World 
Market; 877/967-5362; worldmarket.com. 
Page 74
Wall paint Cay SW 6772—The Sherwin-
Williams Co.; 800/474-3794; sherwin-
williams.com [P]. Wood slice—Rescued Junk; 
rescuedjunk.com. Dish towel—T.J. Maxx; 800/ 
285-6299; tjmaxx.com (product line varies). 



Page 75
Bedding—Anthropologie; 800/309-2500; 
anthropologie.com. Pillows—T.J. Maxx; 
800/285-6299; tjmaxx.com (product 
line varies). Wood table—HomeGoods; 
800/614-4663; homegoods.com (product 
line varies). 
Pages 76–77
Wall paint Incredible White SW 7028—
The Sherwin-Williams Co.; 800/474-
3794; sherwin-williams.com [P]. Blue 
chair—HomeGoods; 800/614-4663; 
homegoods.com (product line varies). 
Throw—T.J. Maxx; 800/285-6299; 
tjmaxx.com (product line varies). Pillow—
Target Stores; 800/800-8800; target.com 
(product line varies). Books—Rescued 
Junk; rescuedjunk.com.

A HOME WITH HEART

PAGES 78–87
Interior designer: Courtney Warren, 
Courtney Warren Home, Dallas; 
courtney@courtneywarren.com; 
courtneywarren.com. 
Page 78
French bureau—Courtney Warren 
Home; courtneywarren.com. Scale—The 
Magnolia Market; magnoliamarket.
com. Crate—homeowners’ collection. 
Wall paint Alabaster SW 7008—The 
Sherwin-Williams Co.; 800/474-3794; 
sherwin-williams.com [P]. 
Page 79
Texas wreath—First Monday Trade Days;  
firstmondaycanton.com. Rocking chair 
Garden Treasures Patio Rocking Chair—
Lowe’s; lowes.com.
Pages 80–82
Mercury glass vases, pillows—
HomeGoods; homegoods.com. 
Antlers—First Monday Trade Days; 
firstmondaycanton.com. Chandelier—
Courtney Warren Home; courtneywarren 
.com. Drapery Alston in ivory and gold—
Crate and Barrel; crateandbarrel.com. 
Chairs—Target Stores; 800/800-8800; 
target.com (product line varies). Coffee 
table—Ballard Designs; ballarddesigns 
.com. Top rug—Urban Outfitters; 
urbanoutfitters.com. Bottom rug—World 
Market; worldmarket.com. Books, crates, 
accessories—homeowners’ collection. 
Page 83 
Love sign—Round Top Antiques Fair; 
roundtoptexasantiques.com. Frames, 
photos—homeowners’ collection. 
Red-and-white striped bag—The Land 
of Nod; landofnod.com. Rug—Garnet 
Hill; garnethill.com. Signs, numbers—
homeowners’ collection. 
Page 84
Chandeliers—Courtney Warren Home;  
courtneywarren.com. Vintage sign—Round 
Top Antiques Fair; roundtoptexasantiques 
.com. Biscuits and Gravy sign—World 
Market; worldmarket.com. “W” signs—

homeowners’ collection.
Page 85
Curtains, chandelier—Courtney Warren 
Home; courtneywarren.com. Blue vase—
World Market; worldmarket.com. Table 
runner—Hobby Lobby; hobbylobby.com.  
Heart pillow, china, silverware—
homeowners’ collection. 
Page 86 
Miniature pennant flags—eBay;  
ebay.com, search: mini pennants. 
Storage bins—Target Stores; 800/800-
8800; target.com (product line varies). 
Bedding—The Land of Nod; landofnod 
.com. Pillows—Courtney Warren Home; 
courtneywarren.com. Stadium chair, signs, 
photos, sports equipment—homeowners’ 
collection.
Page 87 
Framed message—Salty Bison;  
saltybison.com. Frame—Hobby Lobby; 
hobbylobby.com. Side table—Target 
Stores; 800/800-8800; target.com  
(product line varies). Pillows—
HomeGoods; homegoods.com. Rug—
Pottery Barn; potterybarn.com. Bed 
custom—Courtney Warren Home; 
courtneywarren.com. Numbered totes—
The Land of Nod; landofnod.com. Vanity 
custom—Courtney Warren Home; 
courtneywarren.com. 

SHELF LIFE

PAGES 88–95
Pages 88–89
Wall paint Peach Blossom, back of 
bookcase Lenox Tan—Benjamin Moore; 
855/724-6802; benjaminmoore.com [P]. 
Paintable wallpaper, boxes on bottom 
shelf—Target Stores; 800/800-8800; 
target.com (product line varies). 
Bookcases Hemnes—IKEA; ikea-usa.com. 
Woven bin on shelf and on top of shelving 
Beach House, magazine files on bottom 
shelf and paper drawers on center shelf 
Bigso Marten in gray—The Container 
Store; 800/786-7315; containerstore.com.  
Bookcase paint Limestone—Fusion 
Mineral Paint; fusionmineralpaint.com. 
Step stool TGU-026847 in natural—
Industry West; industrywest.com. 
Pages 90–91
Wall paint Stone Cutter—Benjamin 
Moore; 855/724-6802; benjaminmoore 
.com [P]. Bookcase Hemnes, gray 
box Kvarnvik—IKEA; ikea-usa.com. 
Paint for back of bookcase Metallix 
in Champagne—American Paint Co.; 
americanpaintcompany.com for a retail 
store near you. Cork for shelving Self-
Adhesive Natural Cork—Con-Tact; 
contactbrand.com. Tall table—Wal-Mart 
Stores, Inc.; walmart.com. Wineglass 
holders—Lowe’s; lowes.com. 
Pages 92–93
Bookcase Hemnes—IKEA; ikea-usa.com. 
Bookcase paint Stone Cutter—Benjamin 
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 b. Paid Circulation (By Mail and Outside the Mail):

(1) Mailed Outside-County Paid Subscriptions Stated on PS Form 3541 (Include paid  
distribution above nominal rate, advertiser’s proof copies, and exchange copies):

161,534
(2) Mailed In-County Paid Subscriptions Stated on PS Form 3541 (Include paid 
distribution above nominal rate, advertiser’s proof copies, and exchange copies):

0
(3) Paid Distribution Outside the Mails Including Sales Through Dealers and Carriers,
Street Vendors, Counter Sales, and Other Paid Distribution Outside USPS®: 66,102
(4) Paid Distribution by Other Classes of Mail Through the USPS (e.g., First-Class 
Mail®): 0

 c. Total Paid Distribution (Sum of 15b (1), (2), (3), and (4)): 227,636
 d. Free or Nominal Rate Distribution (By Mail and Outside the Mail):

(1) Free or Nominal Rate Outside-County Copies included on PS Form 3541:
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Moore; 855/724-6802; benjaminmoore.com  
[P]. Interior paint Frosty White SW 6196— 
The Sherwin-Williams Co.; 800/474-
3794; sherwin-williams.com [P]. Wallpaper 
Watercolors by Carey Lind—York 
Wallcoverings; 800/375-9675; yorkwall.com. 
Wall hook—Anthropologie; 800/309-2500; 
anthropologie.com. 
Pages 94–95
Bookcases Hemnes—IKEA; ikea-usa.com.  
Leg Square Mission Post Leg—The 
Woodsmith Store; 800/444-7527; 
woodsmithstore.com. Leg accent paint Stone 
Cutter—Benjamin Moore; 855/724-6802; 
benjaminmoore.com [P]. Felt—The Felt Store; 
thefeltstore.com. Brass pencil case Long and 
Square from the Tulip collection, metal board 
dry-erase board in Golden, magnets Extra 
Strong Ball—Three by Three; threebythree 
.com. Stool Turner Adjustable Backless 
Barstool—Crate & Barrel; 800/967-6696; 
crateandbarrel.com. Pendant light, rug—
Lowe’s; lowes.com. Binders on bottom shelf 
Bigso Stockholm binders—The Container 
Store; 800/786-7315; containerstore.com. 
Decorative nailhead trim in antique gold—
Prym-Dritz Corp., dritz.com; available in 
crafts and fabrics stores. Cement pencil 
cup—CB2; 800/606-6252; cb2.com.

AGED IN AN INSTANT

PAGES 96–101
Page 97
Wallpaper—Walls Republic; wallsrepublic 
.com. Side table, lamp, artwork—
Bed Bath & Beyond; 800/462-3966; 
bedbathandbeyond.com (product line varies). 
Fabric for faux-wood pillow on sofa—
Spoonflower; spoonflower.com. Stencil on 
faux-wood pillow—Royal Design Studio; 
royaldesignstudio.com. Wood planks for coffee 
table—Timeline Wood; timelinewood.com.  
Legs for coffee table—Hair Pin Legs; 
hairpinlegs.com. 
Pages 98–99
Faux-wood vinyl for pillow—Etsy; etsy.com,  
search: vinyl backdrops. Headboard wood—
Stikwood; stikwood.com. Contact paper in  
bedside tray—Wallpops; wallpops.com. Metal 
bedside tray—Hobby Lobby; 800/323-9204; 
hobbylobby.com. Bedding—Pinecone Hill, an 
Annie Selke company; 877/586-4771;  
annieselke.com. Curtain—Target Stores; 
800/800-8800; target.com (product  
line varies). 
Pages 100–101
Wood Giraffe—Hobby Lobby; 800/323-9204; 
hobbylobby.com. Feather decals on artwork—
Etsy; etsy.com, search: feather decals. Drawer 
knobs—World Market; 877/967-5362; 

worldmarket.com. Floor runner—Dash & 
Albert, an Annie Selke company; 877/586-
4771; annieselke.com. 

FAST REFRESH

PAGES 102–107
Pages 102–103
Wall paint River Reflections—Benjamin 
Moore; 855/724-6802; benjaminmoore.com  
[P]. Bed Camelia queen-size sleigh metal 
bed—Overstock.com; 800/843-2446; 
overstock.com. Bedding—Anthropologie; 
800/309-2500; anthropologie.com. Side 
table Vejmon—IKEA; ikea-usa.com. Bed 
paint Shining Seas—American Paint Co.; 
americanpaintcompany.com for a retail 
store near you. Decorative nailhead trim on 
nightstand in antique gold—Prym-Dritz 
Corp., dritz.com; available in crafts and 
fabrics stores. Light kit for pendant light—
Lowe’s; lowes.com. Alarm clock—World 
Market; 877/967-5362; worldmarket.com.
Pages 104–107
Wall paint Navajo White, table paint Pacific 
Palisades—Benjamin Moore; 855/724-6802; 
benjaminmoore.com [P]. Floor runner—Dash 
& Albert, an Annie Selke company; 800/658-
5035; annieselke.com. 

DIY  HOME GALLERY For today’s HOTTEST Products visit HOTtoHave.com

DIY PATIO FURNITURE REPAIR
Replacement Slings, Outdoor Cushions, Vinyl 
Strapping, Patio Furniture Parts, Lawn Chair 
Webbing, Online Installation Instructions.

www.ChairCarePatio.com
1-866-638-6416

ELECTRIC INCINERATING TOILET
INCINOLET® incinerates waste to a small 
amount of germ-free ash. No water. 
No pollution! Call: 1-800-527-5551.
Email: sales@incinolet.com
www.Incinolet.com
1-800-527-5551

CUSTOM BLINDS & WALLPAPER
Up to 85% Off in all the name brands includ-
ing Levolor, Bali, Graber, Waverly, York and 
More. Free Blind samples and Free shipping. 
Shop online or call for a free quote.  
www.StevesBlinds.com
1-800-710-0446

THE WOODWORKERS SHOPPE
Create a warm and cozy log cabin look and 
feel for your home or weekend retreat. 
The nation’s leader in log siding and knotty 
pine paneling.

www.WoodWorkersShoppe.com 
1-800-818-9971

:,17(5 201�  |  For ad rates ���-���-���� or sales@americas-media.com

SHELVES THAT SLIDE
Custom made sliding shelves for kitchen, pan-
try, and bathroom cabinets. Accessories like 
pullout trash and recycle centers, under sink 
tip out trays, wire pull outs and Lazy Susans. 

ShelvesThatSlide.com 
800-598-7390

D-I-Y MURPHY BED HARDWARE KIT
The Create-A-Bed murphy bed mechanism 
comes with step-by-step construction 
instructions and a tutorial DVD. Only basic 
woodworking skills and tools are needed. 
Toll-free technical assistance.

www.wallbed.com

BEST RUGS ON EARTH!
The best rugs on Earth at prices that are 
down to Earth, prices start at $2.50. 
Eco-chic. Eco-friendly 100% natural jute. 

TheBraidedRugPlace.com
1-888-989-8292

YouthBedLofts.com/DIY

Unique Custom Bed Solutions. Custom made space 
saving solid wood Loft & Bunk Beds for youth, teen, 
college & adults. Need more storage space, a large 
desk, arts & crafts table or a bedroom makeover for 
your child? Easy-To-Assemble beds in Twin, Full, 
Queen & King sizes. Handcrafted in USA. 866-739-2331

NEED SPACE? DREAM HIGHER!



1. Chunky knit 

blankets—so hot 

right now. Add 

one as a mainstay 

to your couch for 

cold-weather Netfl ix 

binges. From $69; 

woolnia.etsy.com 

2. There’s no such 

thing as a too-large 

pom-pom, right? 

With sizes for littles 

up to adults, these 

knit hats make the 

perfect gifts—just 

make sure to order 

one for yourself, 

too! From $19; 

kniftyknittings

.etsy.com 

3. Hop on the boho 

bandwagon with this 

woven wall hanging, 

complete with a pine 

branch straight from 

the Rockies. $62; 

knittingwonders

.etsy.com

4. Perfect your 

pillowscape by mixing 

this hand-knit lovely 

with other textured 

or patterned options. 

$66; rewhomeware

.etsy.com

5. Need wool for 

your own project? We 

got you. Balls of this 

hand-spun merino 

wool are pretty 

enough to display 

on their own. $29 

for 1-pound spool; 

cozyyarnstudio

.etsy.com 

TIGHT KNIT

TREND SITING

Cozy up with these favorite finds made from wool yarn. 
WORDS NATALIE DAYTON  PHOTOGRAPHS JASON DONNELLY AND CARSON DOWNING
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Governor’s Estate Oak Distressed on fireplace 

Red Oak on floor and ceiling

Make your house feel like home for the holidays with the timeless 
beauty of hardwood. We know the right floor sets the tone and 
foundation for extraordinary style. That’s why we offer the latest 
trends and best selection of hardwood, bamboo, laminate, and 
wood-look waterproof flooring at the best possible prices.

Stop by your local Lumber Liquidators today and get the floor  
you want — for less — for the holidays.

Home for the Holidays

Hundreds of stores nationwide  •  1-800-HARDWOOD  •  lumberliquidators.com


